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FOREWORD

This handbook has been designed to acquaint you with the philosophy, curriculum, and procedures of St.
Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School. School administration believes that each family can contribute to the
success of the school’s programs if there is a mutual understanding of the programs, and policies of St.
Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School and the Diocese of Harrisburg. Both the school and the Diocese
believe that the education of our children is the joint responsibility between the parents/guardians and the
school, with the parents/guardians being the primary educator..

Nothing contained herein is intended to, or shall be construed to, create any contractual obligations,
express or implied, on the part of the Diocese of Harrisburg, Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School, or
our supporting Parishes. The contents of this handbook are subject to alteration or modification by the
Diocese of Harrisburg or Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School, as circumstances may require.”

Doing Small Things with Great Love

~ St. Teresa of Calcutta
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MISSION STATEMENT

St. Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School provides a Catholic education, rooted in the teachings of
the Gospel, for the whole child. Modeled after the life and virtues of St. Teresa of Calcutta, our
students mature as active disciples of Christ who lead and serve their communities by “doing
small things with great love.”

Core Values and Beliefs

We Believe:
● Every child is unique and valuable, a gift from God, with special talents and gifts to

share.
● Parents, the primary educators of their child(ren), join in a partnership with teachers to

foster and nurture Catholic Christian values.
● Learning is a lifelong experience in which service and love are woven together to offer to

the community citizens who are motivated by Christian love.
● Academic excellence is reached by challenging our students to acquire problem solving

and critical thinking skills through an integrated, project-based curriculum.
● Evangelizing is integral to our mission for our Catholic and non-Catholic students and

families, our parishes, and our community.
● We must foster a love of learning in a safe and flexible environment while promoting the

values of self-esteem, self-discipline, and a spirit of cooperation as disciples of Christ to
be prepared in an ever-changing world.

VISION STATEMENT

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School is an interparochial school, operating under the
guidance and direction of the Diocese of Harrisburg, which provides academic excellence in a
Christ-centered environment. The vision of Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School is to nurture
and develop students as disciples of Jesus Christ in a culture of mutual respect, kindness, and
academic excellence through rigorous instruction in religion and all areas so as to become
productive and virtuous citizens living a life of service and leadership in their communities.
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HISTORY

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School was officially established on July 1, 2017 as a Kindergarten - 8th
grade school. It was formed by the consolidation of three Catholic Schools with long-standing traditions
rooted in the Catholic faith - Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary Catholic School, Sacred
Heart of Jesus School and Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin Mary Catholic School. In 2019, we opened
our doors for the first time to preschool aged students. Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School continues
the Catholic faith tradition and Catholic educational excellence of serving students of all faiths with a
dedicated and fully certified administration and faculty.

ACCREDITATION

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School has been awarded accreditation by the Middle States Association
Commission on Elementary and Secondary Schools (MSA-CESS). Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic
School also has the honor of being the first school in the country to receive the MSA-CESS Program of
Distinction in STEM Education. The MSA-CESS Programs of Distinction recognition serves as models
for other academic programs throughout the world.

MSA-CESS accreditation signifies that Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School has met the MSA-CESS
Standards for a quality school. Accreditation is also an indication of trustworthiness, educational quality,
and a commitment to ongoing school improvement. It is recognition of both prior achievements and a
commitment to greater future accomplishments. The accreditation affirms that Saint Teresa of Calcutta
Catholic School has demonstrated to evaluators for MSA-CESS that it is effectively advancing the quality
of educational experiences for its students, meets its responsibilities to the profession of education and its
stakeholders, and complies with the rigorous standards for accreditation as established by the Commission
on Elementary Schools and approved by the membership of the Middle States Association.
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School Organization

I. School Advisory Board

The Interparochial School Advisory Board is a consultative body established by the Executive
Pastor to assist him, the Principal, and the Vice Principal in the governance of the school. Board
members are nominated by a committee as stated in the Constitution and Bylaws and affirmed by
their respective Pastors. They are representatives of the families directly involved with the school.

The Board of an Interparochial School is a consultative body and is not similar to a public school
board. The Interparochial School Advisory Board has no direct control over, or responsibility for,
the administration of the school. Rather, the Board has responsibilities for matters of policy.
Policy dictates what is to be done, not how it is to be done.

The School Advisory Board of Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School welcomes input from
parents and encourages parents to become involved in its various organizations and committees
(e.g. Advancement, Finance, Home & School, Strategic Planning Committee, Technology
Committee). The School Advisory Board meetings are held bi-monthly beginning in September.
Other Association and Committee meetings are held as needed. New members for the School
Advisory Board are affirmed and appointed in May.

II. Home & School Association

a. MEMBERSHIP
All parents are members of the Home and School Association. Parents are expected to
carry on the work of the Association and assist in school programs through work on
committees.

b. MEETINGS
General Home and School Meetings are held monthly. The Association and the School
issue informational reports to parents and teachers in attendance at the meetings. Parental
input on general school related matters is encouraged.

c. FINANCIAL PROJECTS
Home & School sponsors several fundraising activities during the school year. These
projects and the supervision of sales are the responsibility of the parents. Parents are
expected to support and cooperate with all such activities. The vital proceeds from the
fundraisers are used to support the operating budget, the school curriculum, student
activities, and communications.

III. Advancement, Marketing & Public Relations
Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School depends upon three major sources to generate income in
order to cover its operational expenses. These include tuitions, subsidies from the sponsoring and
cooperating Parishes, and monies raised from donations and fundraisers. The role of
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Advancement & Development/Fundraising is to secure monies from other means and is essential
in keeping tuition affordable for our families. Procuring funds for tuition scholarship assistance is
of utmost importance.

Advancement Committee meetings are held every-other month. If you are interested in serving
the school on the Advancement Committee, please contact  our Advancement Director.

The Parent Ambassador Committee (PAC) works alongside Administration and Advancement and
the Directors of Enrollment and Advancement to welcome and support new families during the school
year, as well as the retention of current families.. The responsibilities of PAC include connecting with
new families who transfer to STC during the school year; helping to publicize, support and attend
community outreach events; and supporting the school’s efforts to expand parent and community
involvement at STC. The PAC meets monthly. If you are interested in serving the school on the
Parent Ambassador Committee, please contact our Director of Marketing and Enrollment or our
Director of Advancement.

IV. Technology

Updating and keeping current with today’s technology is important in preparing our students for
the world beyond eighth grade. The Technology Committee meetings are held quarterly. If you
are interested in serving the school on the Technology Committee and helping with our
technology advancement and upkeep, please contact our Technology Specialist.

V. Athletic Association

The Athletic Association is responsible for running the extra-curricular sports programs at our
school. All students who attend Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School or the Religious
Education program at a sponsoring parishes, are welcome to participate in the Athletic
Association programs. All parents whose children participate in Athletic Association programs
are members of the Athletic Association, and are encouraged to take an active role in the
organization and its activities. Meetings are held monthly. The Athletic Association also engages
in fundraising activities to support the sports program.

VI. Faculty

The faculty is composed of a Principal and a Vice Principal, several administrative assistants,
classroom aides and highly qualified lay teachers who are dedicated to providing students with a
quality, rigorous, Catholic Education in accordance with the Office of Catholic Education, the
Diocese of Harrisburg, and Pennsylvania State regulations. All of our faculty have Bachelor’s
degrees and several have Master’s degrees. Our full-time faculty are certified by the PA State
Department of Education and follow the state mandates for the required continuing professional
education hours. All of our faculty participate in professional development on a regular basis. All
full-time teachers must achieve, be working on, or keeping current with the Basic, Advanced, or
ongoing Religious Certification requirements as determined by the Diocese of Harrisburg. All
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faculty are also required to receive training in first aid, medication administration and use of an
AED on a regular basis.

VII. Parents/Guardians as Educators

Parents/Guardians have a serious obligation as it applies to their child(ren)’ education as they are
the first and foremost educators. Parents/Guardians are a child’s role models for developing
values, attitudes and love for Christ and others. The Catholic School is an extension of the
education that begins in the home. Your attitude toward the school, teachers and the
administration is reflected by your child. If you have a concern, please reach out to the teacher
and/or administration via phone or email. When appropriate, an in school conference will be
scheduled with the appropriate parties in attendance. The strength of Catholic Education is the
relational aspect where teachers and parents are partners in the education.

A. Parental Obligations & Responsibilities

1. Maintain a united authority level between the parents and the school so that the teacher in
the classroom is an extension of parental authority.

2. Remember that criticism, complaints, gossip, and words spoken in anger or jest are
absorbed by the child and become a part of his/her education.

3. Be cognizant of the fact that obedience has to be taught. It cannot be learned at school if
it has not been taught at home.

4. Teach the child to develop responsibility and that refusing to do what is expected of
him/her at home and school will not be tolerated.

5. Remember that each child is different and it is very important to have a fair idea of your
child’s capabilities. Success is determined from a combination of many character traits
and the way they are developed. Your child will be successful if he/she is encouraged to
work up to his/her ability.

6. Teach your child respect. Respect for the property of others must be taught at home. Too
often children are not conscientious about destroying or defacing school property or their
classmate’s property.

7. Check your child’s television viewing, time spent at the computer and other electronic
devices, including time spent on social media platforms. Too much television and playing
of video games hampers the child’s listening abilities. Too much interaction with social
media platforms can lead to distorted body image, societal expectations and more. It is
up to the parent to monitor these activities regularly.

8. Always encourage your child to do a good job. Be pleased when he/she does their best.
Go over grade reports carefully with your child. Allow him/her to take pride in their
accomplishments and recognize his/her shortcomings. You add to your child’s incentive
when you show a sincere interest in his/her work.

9. Be aware of and know your child’s friends. Recognize that all parents of children do not
follow the rules of Christian living and common sense. Parents, through discipline and
example, must teach and convince their child that there must be rules that he/she will be
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expected to obey, regardless of what his/her friends may choose to do or think of
him/her. 

10. Help your child develop good study habits. A specified period of time allowed for home
study helps the child in his/her school adjustment. Study should be done in an orderly
and quiet atmosphere. Television, stereos, computer games, texting, social media, etc.
should not be played while the student is doing his/her homework. Papers should be
checked for neatness – never accept careless work from your child or allow him/her to
turn in incomplete assignments.

B. How much to expect from your child

Before starting school, try to take an honest look at your child's capabilities. Regardless
of intelligence, your child will get much more from school if encouragement and praise
are constantly forthcoming from the parents. You should expect your child to do his/her
best work. Home study is an important part of your child's education. (Please see the
section in this Handbook regarding HOMEWORK.)

Attendance

I. Absence

Regular, punctual attendance is necessary if a child is to do well in school. Every effort
should be made by the parents to see that a child’s attendance is consistent and that he/she
arrives at school on time. To ensure the safety of every child, parents must call the school
office by 8:20 a.m. to indicate the reason for the absence on the same day of the absence.

Upon return to school after an absence, a written note of excuse signed by the parent must be
presented to the homeroom teacher stating the dates and reason for the absence. For an
absence of three or more consecutive days, a doctor’s certificate/excuse is required for
readmission to school. If a student has had a communicable disease that may be passed
on to others, e.g. Covid, the flu, strep, norovirus, etc., a doctor’s certificate/excuse for
re-admission is required.

Students are responsible to make up assignments when absent. Parents may call the
school to arrange for picking up the missed assignments, or the student will arrange and
ask the teacher(s) for the assignments upon returning to school. Make-up assignments
must be completed in a timely manner in arrangement with the teacher(s).

Pennsylvania School Law states that “excused” absences include the following: illness,
family emergencies, prearranged and approved doctor and dentist appointments, school
scheduled student educational trips and authorized school activities.

The principal of Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School has no power to grant permission to
a student to be absent from school for a reason which the Commonwealth does not recognize
as legitimate. All parents  are answerable to the state authorities for an illegal absence.
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Because of the Pennsylvania State’s Compulsory School Attendance Law, the attendance of
students at St. Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School is subject to the supervision of the attendance
officers of the various local school districts. Consequently, illegitimate or unreported absences of
students must be referred by St. Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School to the proper public authority.
Therefore, it is very important that a legitimate reason for absence be made known to the teacher
by a note signed by a parent.

Family vacations during the school year are discouraged since regular attendance is
essential to a student’s success. Parents requesting to take students out of school for a family
educational experience/trip must submit a Parent's’ Notification of Planned Absence From
School Form at least 10 days prior to the trip. Teachers are under no obligation to give students
class work/homework in advance of family trips. Students are responsible to make up missed
work within one (1)  week of their return to school.

Students who participate in or attend inter-scholastic events or other school sponsored activities
must be present in classes the day of the activity or event. Failure to comply will result in
disciplinary action. Admittance to or participation in the event will not be granted.

II. Admission

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School is a co-ed elementary school for grades
Pre-Kindergarten through eighth grade. The school does not discriminate on the basis of race,
sex, creed, national origin or religion. The school does not discriminate on the basis of disability,
if with reasonable accommodations, the student can meet the academic and behavioral
requirements of the school. The school reserves the right to deny attendance to anyone whose
behavior is contrary to the teachings and ideals of the school or whose behavior or attitude is
disruptive to the proper functioning of the school programs and its student body. Enrollment shall
not exceed 15 students for Pre-Kindergarten 3, 22 students for Pre-Kindergarten 4, 22 students in
Kindergarten, 25 students in Grades 1-3, and 28 students in Grades 4-8 except when approved
by the Principal and the Pastor.

For admission to Pre-Kindergarten, a child shall be 3 years or 4 years of age on or before
September 1st of the respective programs and have been fully potty-trained. The following must
be presented upon registration:

● Birth Certificate
● Baptismal Certificate (if applicable)
● Proof of Custody (if applicable)

For admission to Kindergarten, a child shall be five years of age on or before September 1st.
Screening is done for incoming Kindergarten children during the month of May. The following
must be presented upon registration (for any new student):

● Birth Certificate
● Baptismal Certificate (if applicable)
● Verification of Immunization and physical and/or dental examinations as required by the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
● Proof of Custody (if applicable)
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For Admission of Transfer Students, the following must be presented upon registration:
● Birth Certificate
● Baptismal Certificate (if applicable)
● Verification of Immunization and physical and/or dental examinations as required by the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
● Proof of Custody (if applicable)
● Records from previous school

Transfer students need not be accepted if they have any record of being a major discipline
problem at their previous school. Pupils who wish to transfer from one school of the Diocese to
another shall be admitted to the grade level which their records warrant.

All new students are given a three-month evaluation period. If during this time the school is
unable to meet the needs of the student(s), parent(s) will be asked to place their child in another
school. Such recommendations would only occur after conferences with the parent(s) and after
exhausting all other methods of assistance.

Students currently enrolled in Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School must re-register annually
for the next school year. A child may not be allowed to return if there is:

● delinquent or unpaid tuition;
● lack of cooperation on the part of both parents and/or student; or
● record of several suspensions during the school year.

III. Appointments/Early Dismissals

If leaving early or for part of the school day, a written notice from the parent or an appointment
card must be presented to the student’s homeroom teacher and the office. The request must state
the date, reason, and time involved for the dismissal. Students leaving school for appointments
will meet their parents or guardians in the office. Before leaving the school, the parent or
guardian must sign the student(s) out in the office. As often as possible, medical or dental
appointments should be made outside of school hours.

No student will be dismissed early without a written statement from the parent explaining
the reason and who will come for them.

IV. Daily attendance

Regular attendance by each pupil during the school year is state mandated. In addition, regular
school attendance is of great importance if students are to experience the continued sequential
teaching needed to attain academic goals. A student arriving after 8:00 A.M. must report to the
office for a late slip before entering the classroom. These students will be marked late unless they
arrive via a local school district bus which is running late. Late arrivals are recorded on the
student’s record. Parents must notify the school in writing (handwritten note or email) the reason
for the lateness. A parent will be contacted when there is chronic lateness.
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Conewago Campus (Pre-Kindergarten)
Doors Open:  7:30 a.m.

Report to Classroom: 7:30 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
School Day Begins:  8:45 a.m.

School Day Ends:  11:00 a.m. (Tu/Th program)  2:40 p.m. (3 or 5 day program)
Dismissal: 2:40 p.m.

Conewago Campus (Kindergarten – 3rd Grade)
Doors Open:  7:30 a.m.

Homeroom:  7:50 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
School Day Begins/Late Bell: 8:00 a.m.

School Day Ends:  2:35 p.m.
Dismissal Begins:  2:40 p.m.

McSherrystown Campus (4th – 8th Grade)
Doors Open:  7:30 a.m.

Homeroom:  7:50 a.m. – 8:00 a.m.
School Day Begins/Late Bell: 8:00 a.m.

School Day Ends:  2:40 p.m.
Dismissal Begins:  2:45 p.m.

V. Frequent Absences

When a student is absent more than ten (10) days in a marking period, the parents of the student
must meet with the Principal/Vice Principal to discuss the student’s attendance and academic
records. Thirty (30) days of absences in a year is sufficient to warrant repeating the school
year and will be decided by the administration taking into consideration the frequency of
absence, attempts to make up work missed during absences, etc. In the case of chronic irregular
absence involving more than ten (10) days in one school year, the administration will request a
physician’s statement regarding the general health of the student and a doctor’s statement for each
absence.

VI. Excused Absence from Physical Activity or Physical Education classes

When a student is required to refrain from physical activity due to an illness or injury, a parent
must provide the homeroom teacher and the physical education teacher (if necessary) with a letter
or other documentation. A doctor’s note is required if the student will be missing physical
education for more than one week due to an  injury or illness.
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Curriculum
All curricula is guided by the Office of Education, Diocese of Harrisburg. The curriculum of the Diocese
of Harrisburg is available for review on the Diocesan website www.hbgdiocese.org . The objectives are
listed as follows:

I. Religion

● To provide the essentials of Catholic doctrine and the principles of morality
● To teach the Catholic Liturgy with the Mass as its center
● To familiarize the student with the Scriptures
● To expose the students to the historical development of the Catholic Church
● To teach truths that illuminate our understanding of the life of Jesus Christ and to allow

the student to live these truths out in mission and service
● To teach reverence of God and for all creatures
● To prepare students for first reception of the Sacraments
● To guide the children in listening to God within, so that they will develop a prayer life

Diocesan Safe Environment Program/Safe2Say Something
The Diocesan Safe Environment program offers age-appropriate personal safety
instruction to students in Catholic schools and parish religious education programs.
These mandatory programs ensure that children receive important information on how to
stay safe.  In addition to a classroom presentation of safety issues for Grades one and
five, parents receive materials to help guide their own discussions with their children.
(See APPENDIX III for more information)

II. Language Arts

● To develop and practice correct grammar
● To improve oral and written communication skills
● To teach writing in accordance with acceptable English usage
● To master logical organization of ideas in both written and spoken forms
● To develop reading and comprehension skills
● To acquaint students with literary classics

III. Mathematics

● To develop mathematical and application skills
● To teach quantitative concepts
● To teach mathematical computations and operations
● To teach concepts and operations in practical applications
● To develop the ability to prove geometrical relationships and to use units of

measurements
● To encourage sound reasoning and logical thinking
● To emphasize problem solving
● To involve the students in math competitions
● To offer Algebra I to qualifying students in 8th Grade
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IV. Science

● To utilize a hands-on approach in teaching science
● To develop for students a working knowledge of terminology, laws, theories, methods of

investigation, scientific process skills, and the engineering process
● To expose students to laboratory experiences and techniques
● To make informed choices and decisions that affect our environment and daily lives
● To use critical thinking process skills to solve problems and develop concepts
● To understand the relationship of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics

V. Social Studies

● An introduction is given in Grades K through 2 in current events and map skills.
● To present the different geological areas of the world
● To emphasize cultures, industries, and natural resources
● To chronologically trace the development of civilization throughout the world
● To familiarize the student with the U.S. Constitution, the U.S. political process, and the

structure of the U.S. government
● To guide students through the national identity of our state, country, and their identity as

Americans
● To expose students to current events that affect the world today, to evaluate them in

relation to past events, and to teach students on how to become actively involved

VI. Technology

● To teach basic computer terminology
● To teach students to collect, graph, and analyze data
● To have students explore a variety of simulations and applications
● To reinforce basic computer literacy (e.g. keyboarding, word processing)
● To instruct students on Internet safety and proper Internet behavior
● To participate in distance learning and experiences via the World Wide Web and Network

(See APPENDIX XII for Technology & Internet Acceptable Use Policy)

VII. Art

● To expose students to various art forms and styles
● To familiarize the students with many artists and to help them to appreciate the beauty in

all forms of art and history
● To allow for creativity in the student’s own expression of art
● To involve the students in art competitions
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VIII. Music

● To develop music appreciation through theory and singing
● To teach liturgical music
● To introduce recorder and other musical experiences
● To offer OPTIONAL participation in choir and other fine arts activities
● To offer OPTIONAL instrumental music through music lessons and band experiences

IX. Physical Education

● To teach the student basic calisthenics with sequential development
● To develop a healthy spirit of competition and a spirit of support for others
● To present and develop an understanding of rules and regulations
● To develop self-confidence in the student
● To develop a spirit of teamwork and independence
● To promote student wellness, proper nutrition, and the importance of regular physical

activity as part of the total learning experience

X. World Language (Spanish)

● To expose students to the language and culture of Spanish speaking countries
● To learn basic grammar, conversation, idioms, and vocabulary of the Spanish language

XI. Pre-Kindergarten & Kindergarten

Early childhood development is rooted in hands-on and imaginary play. The programs offered
at St. Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School provide for the total growth of the individual child
and help him/her adjust gradually to the demands of formal education. Our class sizes adhere
to the state requirements with regard to curriculum and teacher to student ratios.

XII. Services for Special Needs

Through the use of state funds, Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School shares in certain
services provided for all non-public schools under PA Act 89, Title I, and Equitable
Participation. The Lincoln Intermediate Unit provides:
● Remedial Math/Reading
● Speech and Language Therapy
● Guidance Services
● Special education consultant services
● Educational/Psychological Evaluations (after proper intervention steps have been taken)
● Program for Gifted and Talented, as schedule permits. Participation is determined by

individual psychological evaluation.
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Remedial Math/Reading: Instruction through the LIU is available for Pennsylvania residents on
a part-time basis to students who are in need of individualized help. The classroom teacher and
the LIU teacher, in conjunction with the parent, make this determination. Regular evaluations
help to determine levels of ability and progress.

Speech and Language Therapy: Services are provided through the LIU to Pennsylvania resident
students identified with a speech or language deficiency.

Guidance Services: Weekly lessons on basic life and coping skills are taught in lower grades.
Lessons are taught in upper grades as needed. Counseling services through the LIU are available
to provide support for individual students who are experiencing problems related to home and
family relations, school relations, and social or emotional adjustments who are residents of the
state of Pennsylvania.

Educational/Psychological Evaluations: This service is usually provided by the LIU on the
recommendation of the principal, teacher or parent, and with the permission of the parent. The
school psychologist provides assistance in the form of comprehensive psycho-educational
assessment, social/emotional evaluation, and or counseling of the children who are experiencing
difficulties in school. As a result of the evaluation and assessment, recommendations to help
school personnel, parents, and the student will be developed. If a parent is looking for a specific
identification of a learning disability, it is the parent’s responsibility to contact their local school
district to request permission to evaluate their son or daughter. We will assist you along this
process with data and support through our Instructional Support Services.

XIII. Instructional Support Services

All Maryland students and those students who are not being serviced by the LIU through Act 89
or Title I services in a given subject area, may receive additional instruction on either a
one-to-one or small group setting to further support the material instructed in their daily
coursework. This identification is established by the St. Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School
Student Support Team (SST) and with parental permission.

XIV. Achievement and Benchmark Testing

Various tests are administered to measure a student’s progress, achievement, and ability. These
include STAR testing for grades K-8, Fountas & Pinnell for reading accuracy, comprehension,
and fluency for grades 1-6 as needed diagnostically, DIBELS reading for grades K-2, DIBELS
math for grades K-6, and Act 89 Mathematics benchmark for grades 7 and 8.

Discipline and Code of Conduct

I. Philosophy

We believe that St. Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School provides a Christian atmosphere of love,
trust, acceptance and mutual respect. We believe that the faculty, by their teaching and by their
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living, models for the students the Gospel values inherent in our faith. We further believe that the
parents of our children also must model Christian living in the home.

We realize that our students are still in formation and that as they grow and mature they need to
be guided toward self-discipline. We believe that a Christian, positive and consistent approach to
discipline will lead our students to make responsible choices and that as they mature, their
behavior will reflect Gospel living. In this way they will learn to look beyond themselves to
principled living as exemplified by Jesus. Ultimately, our goal is that intellectually and spiritually
our students will become leaders who will live lives of service to God and to society.

II. Application

The faculty of Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School are dedicated to fostering a creative and
productive learning atmosphere. At the same time, students are expected to conform to school
regulations. However, there are times when correction is necessary such as when a student’s
behavior is disruptive or interferes with learning.

The school has the obligation to provide a safe and orderly school environment that will enable
the individual student to progress at a rate commensurate with his or her own ability. The rights of
an individual must be carefully considered and individual expression encouraged. When such
expression interferes directly or indirectly with the rights of another student, appropriate steps
must be taken.

The goal of Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School staff is to create a leadership atmosphere. St.
Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School will use the PBIS model (Positive Behavior Interventions and
Support) for creating and promoting positive behavior and dealing with any behavioral issues.
Through school-wide PBIS, a continuum of behavior support is designed for all students and is
implemented in all areas of the school including the classroom, hallways, cafeteria/gymnasium,
outside play areas, bathrooms, church property, and school buses. PBIS begins at Conewago
campus with the 3 Step Process (See Something, Think About It, Say Something) and carries into
McSherrystown campus with SAINT:

➢ Show respect
➢ Aim high
➢ Imitate Christ
➢ Nurture others
➢ Take Responsibility

III. Code of Christian Conduct
The Diocese of Harrisburg, to which Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School is accountable,
states in its School Policies and Regulations:

Regulations:
Students in our schools are expected to conduct themselves in a manner that reflects favorably on
themselves, their family, and their school. Students are expected to have respect and to show
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consideration to other students, the administration, faculty and staff. They are to cooperate to
create a harmonious school atmosphere.

Students are to recognize their individual responsibilities as a condition for their acceptance into
the school and their fulfillment of them as a condition for remaining at the school.

Students are expected to conduct themselves, inside and outside of school and at school
sponsored activities, in a manner that reflects the moral teachings of the Catholic Church. Failure
to do this may result in disciplinary action, including expulsion.  (Policy # 5131)

In keeping with this policy, Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School promulgates this Code of
Christian Conduct to assist our students in conducting themselves properly. We endeavor to have
each student attain self-discipline and self-control; Christian traits needed for learning and for
life. The expectations set forth in this code are designed to help the child recognize and choose
acceptable, appropriate conduct. This, however, is the choice of the student. While we strive to
guide each student in a positive manner, the student may choose to misbehave, in which case,
consequences for misbehavior will result.

IV. Student Expectations

The expectations for all students include time spent at school and on field trips, time spent in
walking to and from the bus stop, time waiting for the bus, time spent on the bus, and time spent
at school-sponsored activities outside of school hours.

Cooperation and conduct - Saint Paul asks to conduct ourselves in a way worthy of the Gospel.
To live the Gospel, we need to live with one another in a spirit of cooperation. It will then be
clear that we are standing firm in unity of spirit and love (Phil. 1:27).

Respect for others - Each of us is a temple of the Lord. We show our love of Jesus by treating
others with love and respect. Even though we get along with some people better than others, we
must love each person we meet and show respect in our words and actions and build the kingdom
of God in our midst.

Respect the rights and possessions of others - Each of us possesses the Spirit of God. To radiate
that Spirit, we must recognize it in ourselves and in others by loving with sincere hearts. With
help from God, the source of all patience and encouragement, we are able to live in perfect
harmony with one another according to the Spirit of Christ Jesus (Romans 15:5).

1. Students are expected to respect the Administration, teachers and those in authority at all times,
including all staff members, volunteers and all other guests in the school.

2. Students are expected to respect the rights of others, including the right to an education free from
harassment, disturbance, and disruption.

3. Students are to respect the property of the school, parish and others.
4. Students are expected to uphold the reputation and character of each member of the Saint Teresa

of Calcutta Catholic School community as well as the school name itself.
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5. Students are to adhere to all rules and regulations established by existing school policies and
classroom teachers.

6. Students are to be on time for school and for all classes. Car riders and walkers will be marked
late if they arrive after 8:00 a.m.  Bus riders will arrive according to the bus schedule.

7. Students are expected to come to school prepared with all required school supplies.
8. Students are expected to study, participate in class and complete home and class assignments in

the time specified by the teachers. Any student who is absent is responsible for retrieving and
completing the required work during the time specified by the teacher.

9. Students are expected to be honest in their work and in their relationships with other students,
teachers, and administrators. Cheating will not be tolerated.

10. Students are expected to refrain from copying the academic work of others. No plagiarism is
allowed.

11. Students are to WALK in the halls and on the steps and conduct themselves in a quiet manner.
12. Cafeteria behavior should reflect good manners, including walking, staying in seats, keeping the

appropriate place in line without pushing, speaking in a quiet voice, and discarding trash in the
trash can.

13. Students are expected to play on the playground without exhibiting rough and aggressive
behavior.  Habitual failure to obey the adults in charge will result in no recess for a period of time.

14. The use of unbecoming or vulgar/offensive, inappropriate language or pictures WILL NOT be
tolerated in this school whether it is verbal or written.

15. Students are expected to remain on school property during school hours.
16. Students are expected to conduct themselves in a respectful, courteous, and orderly manner at all

school-related activities; i.e., not to be a source of disruption or be involved in any form of
fighting during class time or at any other time while under the jurisdiction of the school.

17. Students are NEVER permitted to chew gum on school property.
18. Students must follow the uniform and dress code.
19. The school is not responsible for any valuable objects that are brought to school.
20. Students are expected to adhere to the Cell Phone and Electronic Device Policy.

V. Guidelines for Behavior

Guidelines for Behavior during Playground/lunch recess
● Students are expected to obey directions given by all supervisors and adults while on the

playground.
● Students must remain in designated areas with adult supervision.
● Designated students will bring out any recess equipment.
● Students must stay clear of any windows.
● Show respect for your fellow classmates. Keep your hands and feet to yourself. No play-

fighting, wrestling, or rough role play type games are allowed.
● Be courteous and a good sport

○ Football and other “games” are all “non contact” activities
○ Tag is not permitted
○ “Targeting” type games or activities are not allowed
○ New game activities must be approved by the Recess Supervisor and Principal
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● Everyone is expected to speak respectfully to one another, using appropriate Christian
language.

● When the whistle is blown or the bell is rung, students are to stop immediately and listen
for instructions.

● At the end of recess, students are to WALK back into the building with an appropriate
“indoor” voice level.

● During indoor recess due to weather, students must be respectful of their classrooms,
fellow students’ personal property, and classroom/teacher materials. Students are
expected to engage in a quiet, calm activity such as reading, homework, card game or
board game during indoor recess.

Guidelines for Behavior during Cafeteria Lunch
While eating lunch, students are expected to display Christ-like manners and behaviors.
Out of respect for their fellow classmates students should:

● Use appropriate indoor level voice. (No screaming or yelling)
● Keep all food and lunch items to themselves. (No sharing)
● Clean up table and floor area (food, wrappers, disposable containers, etc.)
● Remain in their seats until permission is granted to get up or leave.
● Before using the bathroom or water fountain students must raise their hand and receive

permission from a cafeteria supervisor before leaving the cafeteria.
● Follow instructions given by all adults and supervisors.

Guidelines for Behavior In The Hallways / Stairwells
Students must have the utmost respect and concern for safety when it comes to their fellow
classmates, therefore the following behaviors are expected at all times when one is in the
hallways:

● Students are expected to walk on the right side at all times.
● Speak with an indoor voice (No yelling)
● Keep your hands, feet, and all objects to yourself
● NO books are to be left on any hallway window sills

VI. Disciplinary Measures

Each individual makes his/her own choices regarding behavior. Students of Saint Teresa of
Calcutta Catholic School are expected to make choices that will promote Christian and academic
growth in our school. Positive choices will benefit the entire school community as well as the
individual. Parents, teachers, and school administrators share the responsibility of guiding
students to conduct themselves with appropriate Christian behavior. Furthermore, parents have a
vital role in helping their children to become well adjusted and self-disciplined by cooperating
with teachers, staff, and administration in enforcing the rules. Communications between teachers
and parents will take place in order to inform parents about behavior problems as they occur.
Repeated infractions or more serious offenses will involve the principal along with the teacher,
staff member, and the parents.
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When a parent feels that an issue or circumstance has developed which is interfering with their
child’s ability to learn, the parent is asked to first consult with the teacher before contacting the
principal. Parents may contact the teacher and request an appointment via a written note, teacher
email, or school telephone.

Disciplinary consequences for inappropriate behavior will be given so as to deter the undesirable
actions and to encourage positive Christian-like behavior. This may result in the student receiving
warnings, conduct referrals, time-outs, loss of privileges, lunch/recess detention, after school
detention, or in-school or out-of-school suspension. Written and/or verbal communication with
parents and parental support is vital in correcting the disruptive behavior.

DISCIPLINE POLICIES
(Subject to change as deemed necessary and appropriate)

Offenses apply to infractions anywhere on school or church property (i.e. classrooms, hallways,
cafeteria/gymnasium, outside play areas, bathrooms), field trips, and on school buses.

MINOR OFFENSES CONSEQUENCES include but are not limited to the following:)For

For Grades Pre-K-3:
● The classroom teacher will use gentle verbal reminders and warnings, time-out,

loss of privileges, recess detention, and as a last resort, after-school detention.

For Grades 4-8:
● Verbal and/or written warning
● Conduct Referral (completed by the teacher); Student Reflection Assignment

may also be given; The Conduct Referral must be signed by the parent/guardian
and returned to school the next day.

● After every three Conduct Referrals, students will be assigned an after-school
detention or lunch/recess detention. Communication will be sent home notifying
the date of the detention. It is the parent’s responsibility to provide transportation
for pick-up from their child’s after-school detention. Detention will begin after
bus and car rider dismissal and end at 4:00 p.m. Pick-up will be at the front main
entrance of the school.

● After three after-school detentions in a given school year, future infractions of the
Christian Discipline code may result in loss of other privileges (including activity
period) and special events throughout the year or possible in-school or
out-of-school suspension as deemed appropriate by the teacher and principal.

● Loss of privileges or lunch/recess detention may also result at any time as
deemed appropriate by the teacher and principal.

MINOR OFFENSES include, but are not limited to:

● Talking and disrupting the learning & teaching classroom atmosphere
● Lack of cooperation
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● Running in the building
● Misuse of own possessions, others’ possessions, or school property; Using other’s

possessions without permission
● Failure to have the necessary books, book covers, and materials for class
● Loitering in lavatories or walking in hallways without permission
● Loud talking in hallways, stairs, or classrooms
● Inappropriate conduct and unChristian-like behavior in the cafeteria, schoolyard, gym,

and going to, during, and coming from an assembly
● Chewing gum
● Violation of Dress Code (Will be given a Uniform Code Infraction Slip)
● Being in an undesignated or unsupervised area. An adult must always be present.
● Littering

MAJOR OFFENSES CONSEQUENCES include, but are not limited to the following:

For Grades PreK-3, the classroom teacher will give an immediate time-out, recess
detention, or after school detention. Student will also have a conference with the Principal
and/or Executive Pastor.

For Grades 4-8, conference with the Principal and/or Executive Pastor AND any of the
following:

● Lunch/recess detention
● After-school detention
● In-school suspension
● After three major consequences, subsequent offenses will be determined by the

Principal and/or Pastor.

MAJOR OFFENSES include, but are not limited to:

● Disrespectful tone of voice
● Disrespectful or inappropriate spoken or written language or body gestures
● Abuse of student rights in any action that is deemed an infringement of student’s rights

such as berating or ridiculing another student, name calling, deliberate discourtesy or
unkind act to another student

● Forgery of parent’s signature
● Cheating, Copying another’s work, Plagiarism, or Lying
● Inappropriate behavior at Mass or other Religious Service
● Misbehavior during emergency drills
● Failure to observe bus rules
● Failure to observe dismissal procedures (bus, car, walk)
● Failure to observe safety regulations
● Failure to observe technology policies
● Throwing snow or ice
● Use or possession of video/sound recorders, cell/smart phones, smart devices (incl. smart

watches) or any device capable of two-way communication  in school
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SERIOUS OFFENSES CONSEQUENCES include, but are not limited to the following:

For Grades Pre-K-8: Immediate referral to Principal; Possible suspension, expulsion, or
contact of legal authorities.

SERIOUS OFFENSES include, but are not limited to:

● Flagrant insubordination
● Abuse or disrespect toward school personnel and their rights (Administrator, Teacher,

Staff, Pastor)
● Use of profane and obscene language
● Misuse of books, materials, or equipment
● Misuse of technological devices and/or internet
● Stealing or any theft
● Throwing any object at other students, faculty, or person
● Any negligent action causing physical or emotional harm to another student
● Fighting
● Damaging, or defacing school property
● Willful or malicious destruction of property of the school or another person
● Leaving the premises without permission
● Trespassing (unauthorized presence in the building)
● Truancy; Violation of compulsory attendance laws
● Failure to attend school regularly
● Persistent tardiness
● Use, possession, or sale of drugs, narcotics and/or controlled substances, alcohol,

tobacco, pornographic materials, weapons, or explosives (See Appendix:  Weapons or
Threats of Violence)

● Threats or Implications of Violence (See Appendix:  Weapons or Threats of Violence)
● Harassment, Sexual Harassment, Bullying, Cyberbullying (See Appendix)
● Hazing (See Appendix)
● Engaging in immoral conduct or gross misbehavior
● Inappropriate public displays of affection
● Extortion
● Persistent disobedience

VII. Definition of Disciplinary Terms

A. In-School Suspension: The exclusion of a student from class for a specified period of time,
usually lasting from one to five days. The student eats and does all the school assignments in a
room provided by the principal.

B. Out-of-School Suspension: The removal of a student from school for a specified period of
time. Parents/guardians will be required to meet with school administration in order for the
student to be readmitted to classes.
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C. Expulsion: The permanent dismissal of a student from the school by the authority and
decision of the Principal in consultation with the Executive Pastor, the student’s Parish Pastor,
and the Superintendent of Schools.

D. Expulsion Procedures and Diocesan Policy: Expulsion is viewed as a radical action in
which the school feels the student’s interest would be better served in another environment, or
that the student’s behavior is a serious threat to the school community. Expulsion is invoked as a
last resort after the matter has been referred to the Executive Pastor and the Superintendent of the
Diocese of Harrisburg Schools.

The Principal of the school in consultation with the Executive Pastor has the authority to expel a
student. If the student is a member of one of the Catholic parishes in the Diocese of Harrisburg,
the Principal is to inform the student’s Pastor. In all cases, the Superintendent of Schools is to be
consulted before the expulsion takes place.

When a student is guilty of an action that merits the punishment of expulsion, the school
authorities are to arrange a meeting with parents/guardians and the student. At this time, the facts
of the case are to be presented and the decision of the Principal made known to the
parents/guardians who may be given the opportunity to withdraw the student from school in lieu
of his/her expulsion. If the parents/guardians choose not to withdraw the student, the Principal
must inform the parents in writing that the student is expelled and that they have the right to
appeal this decision to a special Review Board. The expelled student cannot attend classes during
the appeal process.

The review board shall consist of two School Advisory Board members, and one Parish Council
member from the supporting Parishes. The Review Board shall not have any direct involvement
in the case, for example, the Executive Pastor, the Pastor of the student’s Parish, the Principal,
teacher, or relative of the student.

The task of the Review Board is to hear both sides of the case and to render impartial judgment as
to whether or not the proper procedures and policies were followed.

The following points should be noted regarding an appeal of an expulsion:

1. The parents/guardians have ten days from the receipt of the expulsion notice to request an appeal.
2. The request must be made in writing and is to be addressed to the Principal, who shall advise the

Superintendent of Schools of the request for an appeal.
3. The hearing is to be held as soon as conveniently possible for all parties concerned.
4. The hearing is conducted for the purpose of ascertaining the facts in the case and rendering an

impartial judgment that proper procedures and policy were followed.

a. Only those persons involved in some pertinent way may be present at the hearing.
Legal counsel or other support personnel are not admitted to an appeal before the
Review Board.
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b. The Review Board is to allow each party to present their case. The Review Board
members may ask any questions they deem appropriate. The Review Board will
discuss their findings in private, and come to a decision in the appeal.

c. The Review Board may determine that the school administration has followed the
appropriate policies and procedures, and confirm the expulsion. The Review Board
may, however, determine that the facts do not sustain the decision to expel the student,
and recommend that the administration rescind the expulsion. The recommendation of
the Review Board is to be communicated by the Principal to the Superintendent of
Schools.

VIII. Books/Chromebooks and Their Care

Students and parents are responsible for all books/chromebooks, including accessories, issued to
the students. Students must not write on the cover or on the pages of the textbooks. All students
must use a book bag to carry books to and from school. Students and parents must pay for all lost
and damaged books. Parents/Guardians MUST purchase any replacement technology from the
school. Students must follow current technology policies when working with the Chromebook.
This includes, but is not limited to, creation of non-school accounts on school issued technology.

IX. Cell Phone & Electronic Devices Policy

This policy applies to cell/smart phones or any telecommunication devices that are capable of
two-way transmission, be it audio, video or text (such as smart watches, tablets, etc.). Cell
phones will not be permitted for students in grades Pre-K – 3 (exceptions given to individual
family circumstances after parental consultation with the Principal). Students in grades 4 – 8 may
bring cell phones to school under the following conditions:

● Parents must sign a permission form prior to the student bringing a cell phone to school
● All cell phones will be placed in a container, in a plastic bag labeled with the student’s

name and grade. It must be dropped off in the gym and placed in the appropriate
container in the gym in the morning and retrieved by the student in the afternoon, prior to
leaving school.

● Cell phones must be turned OFF while the student is on school property.
● After school use of cell phones on school property will be at the discretion of the adult in

charge of the activity.
● Cell phone use on the school bus is decided by the policies of the individual

transportation authority.
● Any cell phone not turned into the homeroom teacher will be confiscated. A parent must

make arrangements to meet with administration to retrieve the phone.
● Inappropriate or unlawful use of a cell phone at school or any after school activity will

result in further disciplinary action.

Students are not permitted to carry on their persons the following items during the school
day: cell phones, smart watches (Apple watches, etc)., pagers and other two way
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communication devices, musical devices or electronic games, Kindles and similar devices
(unless approved by the principal to meet academic needs). Any electronic devices that are
found on school property during the school day will be confiscated and a parent must make
arrangements to meet with administration to retrieve the device(s).

X. Anti-Hazing Policy
(See Appendix V Policy #5136C)

XI. Drugs and Alcohol
(See Appendix VI Policy #5137)

XII. Harassment, Bullying and Cyberbullying & Sexual Harassment
(See Appendix VIIA & VIIB Policy #5136A and #5136B )

XIII. Search and Seizure
The administration of the school reserves the right to search any area under a student’s control to
help enforce rules and preserve a safe and orderly learning environment. Lockers and desks are
properties of the school and parish and reserves the right to search them at any time without
notice.

XIV. Weapons or Threats of Violence
(See Appendix VIII Policy #5137.5)

Emergency Information

I. Emergency Drills

Emergency drills for crisis situations are identified and explained in the school’s Emergency
Operations Plan.

Emergency drills are conducted on a regular basis. In cooperation with the Emergency
Management Agency of Adams County, Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School participates in
county-wide disaster drills such as tornadoes, hurricanes and floods.

II. Emergency School Closings/Early Dismissals/Delays

Should there be an occasion when weather or some other emergency necessitates a delayed
opening, closing, or early dismissal of school, administration will post the necessary school
information as soon as possible. Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School follows the decision of
Conewago Valley School District. The following communications will be used regarding school
delays, closings, or early dismissals:
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● School Website
● School Social Media
● WGAL-TV – Lancaster (Channel 8)
● Information will also be available on the internet at www.wgal.com (sign up for an

automated text for updates made to the school closings)
● Rediker Automated Call System Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School will make a

communication through REDIKER all call/texting system, for our school announcements.
Please follow the paperwork and needed materials for this system.

III. Student Emergency Contact Information

Emergency information forms are given to all parents at the beginning of each school year. It is
very important that the emergency form is properly completed, and electronically signed. It is
imperative that this form is to be kept up to date. Any changes should be sent to the school
immediately. Children will only be released to the person(s) designated on the emergency card,
unless otherwise instructed by the custodial parent/guardian.

Extracurricular Programs/Activities

I. Altar Servers

Boys and girls in grades 3 through 8 are invited to become an altar server. The student must be a
member of a Catholic Parish and represent good character. They are trained by the Pastor or his
designee before they begin to serve. It is important that the altar servers are punctual, neat,
reliable, accurate in following the schedule, dependable in finding a substitute when needed, and
attentive while learning the proper functions and during Mass.

II. Athletic Association & Sports

Boys and girls in grades 4-8 may participate in Novice, Intermediate, JV and Varsity Basketball.
Cheerleading and Volleyball are also options for the girls. Opportunities for boys and girls in
grades K-3 will be determined on a yearly basis. We are always in need of the support and
volunteering of our parents. Students must conduct themselves in accordance with the Christian
Code of Conduct when participating on any Saint Teresa of Calcutta Athletic Association
(STCAA) sponsored-team. The STCAA Athletic Policy is available from the Athletic Association
Board upon request. The STCAA also has protocol guidelines when parents have concerns and/or
complaints in regards to a situation or a coach’s decision or action. The pertinent policy and
protocol is stated in the STCAA Constitution and Bylaws and is available upon request from the
Athletic Association Board.

III. Forensics

7th and 8th Grade students have the opportunity to showcase their public speaking and dramatic
abilities in three challenging categories: Persuasion, Oral Interpretation, and Duo Dramatic
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Interpretation at the annual Diocese of Harrisburg competition usually held in March. More
information is sent home during the school year.

IV. K’Nex Design Challenge

Students in grades 4-8 may participate in the yearly K’nex Design Challenge on working in teams
of four. Competition is held at the Lincoln Intermediate Unit in New Oxford in the late winter or
early spring. More information is sent home during the school year.

V. Instrumental Music

The instrumental music program at Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School is offered through
Delone Catholic High School. Information concerning the program is sent home to parents at the
beginning of the school year. The program is optional for students in Grades 4 through 8. An
annual fee is due in the fall. Parents are responsible for payment for the instrumental lessons.

VI. School Choir

All students in Grades 4-8 are eligible to participate in the Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic
School Choir. Rehearsals are held during the Activity/Research/Study Hall period on Thursdays.
Some rehearsals are held after school at the discretion of the music teacher. More information is
sent home at the beginning of the school year.

Students in grades 2 and 3 may also participate in a School Mass Choir at the Conewago Campus.
Rehearsals for this choir are held on Tuesdays after school. More information is sent home at the
beginning of the school year.

VIII.   Student Council

Student Council is a student-based civic organization designed to help promote school spirit and
leadership among students. Students participating in all levels of the Council will maintain an
excellent, high standard of personal conduct. Council members will demonstrate leadership
qualities by serving as good examples of behavior through their words and actions. Council

Members must follow the school and Christian conduct rules and know the greater responsibility
that is expected in their thoughts, words, and actions whether in school or outside of school.
Council members are now a representative of the Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School
community. Student members must be very responsible people who are willing to work hard.
Student Council members will be called to serve other students by representing their issues. The
Council does not have the power to change policies, only to voice student opinion.
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Students in grades 4-8 are eligible to participate in the Student Council. Two representatives are
elected from each grade. Officers of the Student Council are elected from the 8th grade. The
elected officers and representatives serve on the council for one year.

The purpose of Student Council is:

● To develop positive attitudes and to practice good citizenship.
● To promote harmonious relations throughout the entire school.
● To improve student/faculty relationships.
● To improve school morale and general welfare.
● To provide a forum for constructive student expression.
● To plan, implement, and carry out special events or projects.

Student Council is a very important organization, formed to lead Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic
School in Christ-like relationships as we continue to grow in responsibility “reflecting our Faith
Formation Commitment.” As you are preparing to nominate students for this office, there are
definite leadership qualities to consider. This is not a popularity contest, it is very important that
we find dedicated students, who are willing to give of their time and talents to serve on the
Student Council. All students in our school are expected to support and give of their time and
talents to our Student Council and our school throughout the year.

Grade Reports and 8th Grade Graduation

I. Graduation

Upon completion of the eighth grade, students of the Diocese of Harrisburg may be presented one
of two awards:

a. Diploma ~ indicating satisfactory completion of the prescribed course of study for the
elementary schools of the diocese. A student is considered to be eligible for a diploma if
he/she has attained a cumulative average of “70” in major subjects (Cf.c4d4).

b. Certificate ~ indicating a completion of the basic requirements prescribed for the
elementary schools of the diocese.

Determination of making these individual awards should be made by the eighth grade teacher in
conjunction with the principal, applying the same diocesan norms as those set forth for the
promotion and retention of other students (Cf. section “D”). Diocesan policy states that the
graduation is to be simple in regard to dress and celebration.

II. Grade Reporting System

The Diocese of Harrisburg has developed a Grade Reporting System that all Catholic schools in
the Deanery are to follow. Parents/Guardians have access to their child’s ongoing progress via the
Rediker Plus Portals system. We encourage all parents/guardians to regularly check this system to
monitor your child’s progress.
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The academic year is divided into trimesters. Therefore, report cards are generated three times a
year. All report cards are shared either electronically (online) or by paper copy. Information on
when, where, and how to access your child’s Grade Report will be communicated via the Weekly
Update.

The marking code for growth indicators (standards) for all grade levels are the following:

E – Exceeds Expectations
P – Proficient
I – In Progress
N – Not taught during the trimester
* Accommodations were made that may or may not apply to a learning plan.

Kindergarten and Primary Grades K-3
Growth Indicators only (E, P, I, N)

Intermediate Grades 4-6
Growth Indicators and Specials (E, P, I, N)
Major Subjects (A, B, C, D, F)

(Religion, Language Arts, Mathematics, Social Studies, Science)

Intermediate Grades 7&8
Growth Indicators (E, P, I, N)
Major Subjects and Specials (A, B, C, D, F)

(Religion, Language Arts, Mathematics, Social Studies, Science,
Technology, Art, Music, Physical Education, World Language)

The grade conversion chart as published by the Diocese of Harrisburg is as follows:
A – Excellent  (100-93)
B – Above Average (92-85)
C – Average  (84-75)
D – Progressing  (74-70)
F – Not Meeting Curriculum  (Below 70)

While not included on the Kindergarten and Primary Grade Reports, the curricula for Art, Music,
Physical Education, Technology, World Language, Social Studies and Science are to be fulfilled
at every grade. Projects in these areas can be incorporated as assessments for Language Arts or
Mathematics.

The PreKindergarten program will have its own curriculum. This curriculum is in compliance
with the standards as set by the Diocese of Harrisburg and includes social, educational and
emotional learning. Subject areas covered in our PreKindergarten program include Religion,
Language Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies, Art, Music, Physical Education, Technology,
World Language.
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III. Academic Eligibility & Extracurricular Activities

The implementation of this policy, including the activities governed and the terms thereof, will be
determined by the school administration.

Academic Performance

1. A student receiving a notice of below average and/or unsatisfactory/failing work after the
third week of the trimester in one or more core subjects is placed on probation. This is a
warning that there is a need for improvement in grades if participation in said
extracurricular activity is to continue. It is recommended that the teacher notifies or
schedules a conference with the parents.

2. If the student is still failing a core subject, he/she is removed from participating in the
extracurricular activity for a period of one week. The student will be reinstated to the
extracurricular activity if improvement is shown. This will be at the discretion of the
teacher and principal.

3. The principal will notify the parents and coach or moderator of the activity when the
student is ineligible and the duration of the ineligibility. This includes sports played in
cooperation with Delone Catholic High School.

Ineligibility Due to Misconduct

In addition to scholastic achievement, character formation is a very important part of the
educational development of the student. Certain conduct offenses which may seem minor are
serious when they disrupt the educational process. The determination of the ineligibility will be
at the discretion of the principal in consultation with the coach or moderator of the activity.
When conduct offenses result in suspension (in or out) from school, the result will be suspension
from extracurricular activities from the time the suspension was assigned through the duration
and including the day of the suspension.

IV. Promotion or Retention

A student is promoted when he/she adequately demonstrates mastery of material covered in all or
the majority of major subject areas. Promotion is left to the discretion of the teacher and principal.

A student is retained if he/she has not adequately mastered the subject material in at least two
core academic subjects and does not receive adequate summer tutoring in the failed subjects. The
decision of retaining a pupil is left to the discretion of the teacher, principal, school psychologist,
and the parent. If retention is contemplated at any grade level, parent conferences and SST
(Student Support Team) Meetings must occur earlier than the end of the second term, prior to
each school’s registration dates. (Policy #5120)
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At times, retention is recommended when the maturity of the student is not adequate for the
student to handle class work. In such cases, retention must be agreed upon by parents, teacher,
and the principal. A student may not be retained because of immaturity without parental consent.

V. Academic Honors

The faculty and staff of Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School strive to educate the whole
child. In doing so, we also believe that it is important to acknowledge those students who work
hard in order to excel in all areas: Christian Values, Work Habits, Core Academics (Religion,
Language Arts, Math, Science, Social Studies), and Special Academics (Art, Music, P.E.,
Technology, World Language/Spanish). Students who receive an “I” in Christian Values or
Work Habits will not qualify for the Honor Roll.

The following honors are available for the students in grades 4-8:

Distinguished Honors - Gold
● A’s in all Core Academics, E’s & P’s in Special Academics (Grades 4-6)
● A’s in all Core Academics & A’s with no more than one B in Special Academics (grades 7&8)
● May not have an “I” in any area of the Grade Report

Academic Excellence Honors - Silver
● A’s & B’s in all Core Academics (Grades 4-8)
● A’s & B’s in all Special Academics (grades 7 & 8)
● E’s & P’s in Special Academics (Grades 4-6)
● May not have an “I” in any area of the Grade Report

Commended Educational Honors - Bronze
● All A’s, B’s & C’s in all Core Academics (“C” may NOT be in Religion)
● All A’s, B’s, & C’s in all Special Academics (grades 7 & 8)
● E’s & P’s in Special Academics (Grades 4-6)
● May not have an “I” in any area of the Grade Report

VI. Homework Policy

For a student to meet success in school, homework must be seen as an integral component of the
learning process and be completed daily.

Parents should provide a scheduled time for students to complete homework in an atmosphere
that is free from the distractions of television and radio. Care should be taken that extracurricular
activities do not detract from the time a student needs to complete homework satisfactorily.

Students in grades 2-8 ARE EXPECTED to use the homework planner provided by the school.
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Conewago Campus (Grades K-3)

Purposes of Homework (K-3)
● To provide a link between school and home, involving parents in the learning process
● To provide background information for upcoming lessons
● To provide opportunities for concept and skill development
● To provide opportunities for extensions
● To provide opportunities to identify and use resources, such as the library or the Internet
● To encourage student accountability, responsibility, and time management

Guidelines and Procedures (K-3)
● We adhere to the widely accepted recommendations on approximate times for homework

assignments:
K & Grade 1 10-20 minutes
Grade 2 20-30 minutes
Grade 3 30-40 minutes

● If a student has worked constructively for the suggested time frames, but the assignment
is not complete or the child is frustrated, parents are encouraged to write a note to the
teacher stating this. The assignment will be counted as completed and the teacher will
work with the student to address his/her needs.

● Parents should refrain from excessive support.
● Reading is essential at the primary and elementary levels. Therefore, reading should be

done most nights in addition to any written assignments.
● Homework should, when applicable, be flexible to support a family’s busy schedule (i.e.

assignments given out at the beginning of the week which can be completed by the end of
the week)

● Homework should not be assigned on Fridays or before a holiday.
● Students may make up assignments missed due to excused absences. Note: Teachers are

not expected to provide assignments in advance for absences of any type.

Evaluation and Grading (K-3)
Homework will not be a factor in determining academic grades. It may be used to guide
instruction in the classroom.

McSherrystown Campus (Grades 4-8)

Purposes of Homework (4-8)
● To help students to learn to work independently
● To practice time management skills, student accountability and responsibility
● To strengthen skills and concepts which have been taught in class
● To provide enrichment opportunities for the student to delve more deeply into the subject

area he/she is learning in the classroom
● To provide background information for upcoming lessons
● To complete lengthy projects
● To provide opportunities to identify and use resources, such as the library or the Internet
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● To provide a link between school and home, involving parents in the learning process

Guidelines and Procedures (4-8)
● We adhere to the widely accepted recommendations on approximate times for homework

assignments:
Grade 4 40-50 minutes
Grade 5 50-60 minutes
Grade 6 60-70 minutes
Grade 7 70-80 minutes
Grade 8 80-90 minutes

● Students are expected to complete all assignments as directed by the teacher. Parents
should not request extensions on homework deadlines except for serious reasons.

● If a student has worked constructively for the suggested time frames, but the assignment
is not complete or the child is frustrated, parents are encouraged to write a note to the
teacher stating this. The assignment will be counted as completed and the teacher will
work with the student to address his/her needs.

● Homework should, when applicable, be flexible to support a family’s busy schedule. (i.e.
assignments given out and given several days for completion)

● Long-term projects or lengthy reports should be approached with a goal of completing a
little bit each day. This will eliminate the problem of too much work on any given night.
If homework seems to be overwhelming for your child, please make an appointment with
your child’s teacher to discuss the specifics so that a strategy for homework may be
developed.

● Parents should refrain from excessive support.
● Reading is essential at the primary and elementary levels. Therefore, reading should be

done most nights in addition to any written assignments. If a student has a day with no
homework, Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School strongly encourages the student to
spend time reading. Studies have shown that reading serves as the most essential skill
necessary for achievement on standardized tests.

● Absence from school is not a legitimate reason for not completing assignments. Parents
may call the office in the morning requesting the student’s work for pick-up at the end of
the school day. Work should be picked up no later than 3:30 p.m. Each child has the
responsibility, following the absence, to make up missed assignments promptly.

● Note: Teachers are not expected to provide assignments in advance for absences of any
type.

Evaluation and Grading (4-8)
Depending on the nature of the assigned homework, an academic grade may be given to the
assignment.

VII. Records Policy

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School, in compliance with the Buckley Amendment of 1974
(Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act - FERPA), has the following policy regarding an
individual’s right to privacy:
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Access to Records
A. Teachers and other school officials who have legitimate educational interests have

access to student education records.
B. Parent(s)/legal guardians have access to their child’s education records.

Parents/guardians may contact the principal to schedule an appointment to review
records. A representative of the school must be present while these records are being
reviewed.

C. In general, any other person requesting access to a student’s education record must
have the written consent of the parent(s)/legal guardian(s), unless the disclosure is
otherwise authorized or required by law.

D. Non-custodial parents, in the absence of a court order to the contrary, will
be provided access to the educational or/legal agreement records and other school-
related information regarding the student. It is the responsibility of the custodial
parent to provide the school with an official copy of any court orders or legal
agreement regarding access to educational records.

Log
A. A log must be maintained of each request for access to and each disclosure of

educational record information other than disclosure to parents or school officials.
B. The log should contain the name of the person(s), the date, and the legitimate

interests the person had in requesting or obtaining the information.

Health, Safety & Wellness

I. Health Records and Illness at School

The school health room is staffed by the school office assistant, a part-time nurse employed by St.
Teresa of Calcutta School and monitored by a school nurse provided by the Conewago Valley
School School District. A school nurse from Conewago Valley School District is on-call at all
times for any emergencies. In addition, the Conewago and McSherrystown Campus will each
have an Emergency First Aid Team consisting of trained staff members for emergencies as
needed.
Minor first aid will be provided for those who are injured or become ill during school hours. If a
child has a fever or other illness where he or she cannot remain in school, the parent will be
notified to come for the child. Do not send a child to school if he or she is ill. If your child has
had a fever, he or she must remain home until the child’s temperature has been normal for AT
LEAST 48 hours and has a doctor’s note.

School health surveys are sent home annually. Parents are asked to cooperate in keeping this
information up-to-date. It is essential that all information be kept current and accurate for the
well-being of your child. Our objective is to promote, protect, and maintain the health of all
students. Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School and the school nurse will adhere to the
Conewago Valley School District Health Policy on all health related issues.
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Medications in School

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School follows the Diocese of Harrisburg guidelines regarding
medications in school. NO MEDICATION WILL BE ADMINISTERED BY SCHOOL
PERSONNEL UNLESS THE AUTHORIZATION FOR
PRESCRIPTION/NON-PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION FORM IS SUBMITTED WHEN
MEDICATION IS PRESENTED TO THE SCHOOL OFFICE.

In cases where medication is to be administered at school the following applies:

● Original containers must be labeled with the student’s name, instructions for
administration, content identification and name of physician. Medications are
brought to and from school by the parent/guardian.

● Parent/Guardian must submit the Authorization for Prescription/Non-Prescription
Medication form, which authorizes school personnel to dispense medications as
ordered. (NOTE: Form must be signed in the presence of school personnel)(See
Appendix VI)

● The school nurse, or in her absence the school office assistant, shall administer the
medication or arrange to assist the student in self-administration of the medication.

● The physician’s written authorization, including all necessary instructions for
administering the medication, must be included with all prescription medication.

● School personnel are prohibited from giving the first dose of any medication.

Emergency Authorization Form

Parents are required to complete the Emergency Authorization Form which gives permission
for any emergency medical treatment to students while they are under the supervision of Saint
Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School.

Chronic Medical Conditions/Special Medical Needs (e.g. diabetes, epilepsy, asthma)

Parents must provide Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School with information and medical
documentation from the physician with written instructions regarding any chronic medical or
psychological condition on how to handle an emergency situation pertaining to the child’s
specific health issue.

Emergencies During School

Students who become ill or injured during school hours are to be referred to the school nurse,
the school office assistant or designee for the administration of first-aid. If the student must
leave school because of sickness or injury, the school will call the parent to arrange
transportation home.
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Bee Stings/Food Allergies

If your child is allergic to bee stings or has other emergency reactions to items such as food,
our staff can assist him or her with emergency first aid while in school. Unfortunately, we
have no way to protect your child while he or she travels to and from school. You may wish
to take extra precautions to see that your child arrives to and returns from school safely.

Students with HIV/AIDS or Related Diseases

Students who are HIV-infected or have AIDS or other related diseases and desire to attend a
diocesan elementary or secondary school will not be denied admission to or discriminated
against solely because of their medical condition. However, the school does reserve the right
to dismiss a student or curtail a student’s activities (curricular, co/extracurricular). This will
be done on a case by case basis by the principal in consultation with the student’s attending
physician if it is determined that a student presents a substantial risk to himself/herself or
others.

If, for reasons of health or safety, a student can no longer continue to attend classes,
arrangements for alternative instruction will be determined by the principal and the
parents/guardians. Parents/guardians are expected to inform the principal if or when their
child has HIV/AIDS or related diseases in order that the school principal can provide proper
protection of the child and other individuals in the school.

Instruction on HIV/AIDS shall be included as part of the school curriculum for all students on
an age-appropriate basis.

This school follows the Universal Precautions to Prevent the Spread of Infectious Diseases to
reduce the risk for employees, volunteers, and students.

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School reserves the right to amend this policy to comply
with directives of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Diocese of Harrisburg
regarding students who have HIV or AIDS as needed.

II. Health Law Requirements and Services

A. Immunizations: Pennsylvania law requires that every child attending school must be
properly immunized.

The current requirements are as follows (for all grades):
● 4 doses of tetanus, diphtheria and acellular pertussis* (1 dose on or after the 4th

birthday)
● 4 doses of polio (4th dose on or after 4th birthday and at least 6 months after

previous dose given) **
● 2 doses of measles, mumps, rubella ***
● 3 doses of hepatitis B
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● 2 doses of varicella (chickenpox) or evidence of immunity
* Usually given as DTP or DTaP or DT or Td
**A 4th dose not necessary if the 3rd dose was administered at age 4 years or older and
at least 6 months after the previous dose
*** Usually given as MMR

The current requirements for entering 7th Grade:
● 1 dose of tetanus, diphtheria, acellular pertussis (Tdap) on the first day of 7th

grade
● 1 dose of meningococcal conjugate vaccine (MCV) on the first day of 7th grade

Note: If a child gains entrance to school in any succeeding year, the same immunizations
are required on the first day.

B. Physical Exam: Required by state law for students entering school for the first time
(usually Kindergarten or grade 1), grade 6, and out-of-state transfer students.

C. Dental Exam: Required by state law for all students in grades K, 3, and 7, and
out-of-state transfer students.

D. Hearing Screening: Provided annually for students in Kindergarten, Grades 1, 2, 3, and
7. Hearing screenings are also performed for students when requested by parents and/or
teachers.

E. BMI & Vision Screening: The school nurse, provided by the Conewago Valley School
District, will check height, weight, BMI (Body Mass Index) and perform a vision
screening on all students annually.

III. AHERA (Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act)

In October 1986, the U.S. Congress enacted the Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act.
Under this law, comprehensive regulations were developed to address asbestos problems in public
and private elementary and secondary schools. These regulations require most schools to inspect
for friable asbestos, develop asbestos management plans that address asbestos hazards in school
buildings and implement response actions in a timely manner. Our program for fulfilling these
responsibilities is outlined in our asbestos management plan. This plan contains information on
our inspections, re-inspections, response actions and post-response action activities, including
periodic surveillance activities that are planned or are in progress. The plan is kept in the school
office and may be viewed upon request during normal business hours.

IV. Insurance

Medical and dental insurance is available to all students at the expense of the parent. Sign-up
forms are sent home at the beginning of the school year. It is not mandatory to purchase this
insurance if your child has adequate coverage. It is requested that parents sign a form
acknowledging their rejection of the coverage.
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V. Wellness Program

In conjunction with the schools in the Diocese of Harrisburg, Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic
School recognizes that student wellness and proper nutrition are related to students’ physical well
being, growth, development, and readiness to learn. We are committed to providing a school
environment that promotes student wellness, proper nutrition, nutrition education and regular
physical activity as part of the total learning experience. In a healthy school environment,
students will learn about the participation of wellness in positive dietary and lifestyle practices
that can improve student achievement.

To ensure the health and well-being of all students, the school will provide:
● Access at reasonable cost to foods and beverages that meet established guidelines.
● Physical education courses and opportunities for developmentally appropriate physical

activity during school days.
● Curriculum and programs for Grades preK-8 that are designed to educate students about

proper nutrition and lifelong physical activity, in accordance with the State Board of
Education curriculum regulations and academic standards.

VI. Lunch Program

At Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School, we wish to instill a healthy school environment for
our students by providing a variety of nutritious, convenient and economical meals and snacks to
help our children’s ability to learn.

Food Policy

In order to meet the nutritional and safety needs of every child, we require that every child and
family follow the below food policy:

1. No child should trade or share food at any time including lunch, snack, classroom
celebrations, bus rides, school transportation, or school-related activities.

2. Each child is to come to school prepared for lunch with either a packed lunch or
purchased lunch option. If a child forgets his/her lunch, we will provide the child with a
cheese sandwich and the daily sides or a bag of chips and a drink. The cost is $3.75 for
anyone that needs to be fed a lunch that was not prepaid or pre-ordered.

3. Each child will be supervised over the lunch period by a member of the school personnel
and will be encouraged to consume a portion of their lunch.

4. No food will leave the cafeteria or designated areas as assigned by the school personnel.

Food Etiquette and Expectations

1. Students will walk to and from the cafeteria in a quiet and orderly manner.
2. Upon entry to the cafeteria, students will either get in line for their hot lunch purchase or

walk in an orderly manner to their assigned table with their packed lunch.
3. Once seated, students will conduct themselves in a quiet manner during lunch to safely

consume their lunches.
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NOTE:  If the rules are not followed for lunches, the following will occur:
● A first warning will be given to remind the student of the expectation.
● A second offense, the student will be moved to another table to eat silently.
● A third offense, the student will lose lunch recess.
● A fourth offense, the student will report to the principal’s office for

disciplinary action.
● If a student continues to routinely not follow the lunchroom expectations, a

parent will be contacted and disciplinary action will occur under a major
offense.

The last five minutes of lunch, quiet time will be required to clean up lunch
appropriately and get in line for dismissal to recess or classroom. If students as a
whole do not abide by the rules, privileges will be taken away during lunch and/or
recess break.

Important Details regarding the lunch program

● Hot lunch cost is $3.75 per meal and $1.00 extra for a second serving of the main course.
● Packed lunches will not be able to be heated or reheated.
● Beverages are included with lunch, but can also be purchased separately. Beverage

tickets can be pre-purchased for $0.50 each. Beverage choices are Chocolate milk, White
milk,  and Water.

● Lunches are available for students to pre-purchase Monday thru Friday. For planning
and preparation, parents are asked to have all orders into the school office by the
designated date stated on the monthly menu.

● Utensils and napkins will be provided for every child that purchases lunch. Please
remember to pack the appropriate utensils for your child on the days that they are packing
lunch.

Safety and Security

I. Safe Schools Act of 1997

PA legislation dealing with school crime and safety issues:
▪ Record Keeping –Nonpublic schools must keep records of incidents of violence. A

statistical summary of the record must be available to the public upon request.
▪ Sworn Statement-Parents enrolling a child in public school must give a sworn

statement that their child was not under suspension or expulsion.
▪ Student Records – Public schools must automatically transfer a student’s discipline

record, without parental permission. Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School will
continue to observe its general practice of not forwarding a student’s discipline file
with academic records, with the following exceptions: A student involved with the
possession of a weapon, the sale or possession of controlled substances, or involved
with an act of violence which posed a potential threat to others. Saint Teresa of
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Calcutta Catholic School will send a notice of these situations to any school a student
transfers to, either in the case of expulsion or voluntary withdrawal of the student.

Notice: It is the policy of Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School to notify the school to
which a student transfers if that student was expelled or withdrew from school as a result
of the following infractions:

▪ An act or offense involving weapons
▪ Sale or possession of controlled substances
▪ Willful infliction of injury to another person or act of violence committed on

school property, or while in the custody of the school
(This policy reflects our commitment to the Safe Schools Act of 1997.)

Alerting Law Enforcement: Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School will notify the
local law enforcement authorities and the Diocesan Office of Catholic Education
whenever a weapon is discovered on school grounds or in the possession of a student
under its care. (e.g. school building, bus)

II. Arrival & Dismissal

Teacher supervision begins at 7:30 a.m. in the gym. Students should not arrive at school
before this time.  The school reserves the right to take appropriate action to ensure adherence
to this policy.

❖ Students may arrive at school between 7:30 and 8:00 a.m. It is recommended to arrive by
7:50 a.m. so that students are in their homerooms by 8:00 a.m.

❖ Arrival procedures and dismissal procedures are building specific. Please see Appendix
IIA & IIB for more details pertaining to each campus.

III. Student Security

❖ To ensure the safety of every child, parents must call the school office by 8:20 a.m. to
indicate the reason for the absence on the same day of the absence. When the absence is
not reported by 9:00 a.m., the school office will attempt to contact the parent.

❖ ANY CHANGE of normal dismissal routine needs to be in writing and brought to the
attention of the homeroom teacher and the school office. This includes car riders and bus
riders who change their means of transportation for going home. Changes made to
dismissal via phone call must be made before 2:00 PM. Dismissal changes can not
be after this time.

❖ No child may ride in another person’s car without a previous note of permission sent to
the homeroom teacher and the school office.

❖ Students are only permitted to ride the school district bus of their residence. Students
must ride the bus to which they are assigned.

❖ No student may leave the school grounds prior to dismissal time without a written excuse
from the parent to the school office. When leaving early, children must leave the school
in the company of a parent or guardian after being signed out in the school office.
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❖ The Security system is activated in each building. All visitors must go to the front door
and ring the bell in order to enter the building. Once the door is unlocked for you to enter,
YOU MUST REPORT TO THE SCHOOL OFFICE.

IV. Confidentiality

Teachers and the Administration will keep confidential information entrusted to them as long as
no one’s life, health or safety is at stake. Parents will be promptly notified of teacher or
administrator concerns.

V. Non-Custodial Parent

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School abides by the provisions of the Buckley Amendment
with respect to the rights of the non-custodial parents. In the absence of a court order to the
contrary, a school will provide the non-custodial parent with access to the academic records and
to the other school-related information regarding the child. If there is a court order specifying
that there is to be no information given, it is the responsibility of the custodial parent to provide
the school with an official copy of the court order.

Tuition Policy

I. Tuition & Enrollment Fee

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School operates as a non-profit faith community, and not as a
commercial or secular enterprise. The school provides an opportunity for the development of
faith-based values and for receiving instruction in the Gospel of Christ as part of its religious
mission and ministry. Consequently, the payment of tuition may not be considered as creating a
commercial or contractual relationship between the school and the parents that may be
constructed to create a legally enforceable obligation on the part of the school, or its sponsoring
ecclesiastical entities, to allow for continued enrollment, or to provide any type or level of
educational services, or to provide such services involuntarily.

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School charges tuition to its students, which is determined by
the Executive Pastor, Principal, and School Advisory Board on an annual basis.
Parents/Guardians become liable for tuition payments upon receipt of the class assignment and
enrollment acknowledgment letter. Each year, each student’s family will be contracted to commit
to the school a sum of money to be paid over regular increments. Once this formal agreement
payment plan is signed, it becomes a firm commitment to Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic
School. The school budget is based upon the income from the tuition plan. It is important that you
carry through with your contracted amount. Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School relies on
your tuition payments to continue providing a quality education for all students. Full tuition is
expected to be paid by April 15th of the current school year. Financial Scholarship assistance is
available to those who apply and qualify.
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A non-refundable enrollment or re-enrollment fee is required for each child and family for each
school year. The enrollment/re-enrollment fee rate and terms are determined annually by the
Executive Pastor, Principal, and School Advisory Board.

If your family moves or you remove your child prior to the end of the school year, you are
obligated to pay full tuition according to your agreement.

II. Tuition Payment Program

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School has an agreement with Simple Tuition Solutions to
handle all tuition payments. Each family is required to create a payment plan in Simple Tuition
Solutions (STS), who in turn will bill them directly, according to the plan they have chosen to be
most feasible for their family. Four payment plans are available via STS. Adjustments may be
made if families need to pay using a different time block. For any changes to the payment plan,
you must contact the school business office administrative assistant. First payments are due on
July 15th of the new school year unless otherwise agreed. Any tuition not received by the due
date is subject to a late fee.

Families who have neglected to pay tuition and haven’t discussed the issue with the Principal or
Executive Pastor may be considered by the Principal or Executive Pastor to not have their
children re-enroll for the following year. As a result, Academic Records and Transcripts may not
be forwarded to other schools until a family’s commitment has been met. For 8th Grade
students, records will be held and not transferred to your high school until full payment is
received.

III. Parish Support Obligations

Our three supporting Parishes, Annunciation BVM Parish, Sacred Heart of Jesus Parish, and
Immaculate Conception BVM Parish as well as other non-school Parishes in our Deanery
financially support Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School by paying a subsidy to the school on
your behalf. It is expected that you attend Mass regularly, and support & are active in your Parish.

IV. Tuition Refund Policy

Withdrawal from Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School at any time for any reason from receipt
of the class assignment letter up until the end of the first trimester in November would be
considered attending for one-third of the school year, with the parents/guardians being
responsible to pay for one-third of the total tuition amount due for the year. Withdrawal at any
point after the first trimester would be considered attending for the entire school year. The
parents/guardians would then be responsible for the entire year’s tuition amount. All remaining
balances will then be due immediately. Payments not received within 60 days of withdrawal will
be referred to the Collection Bureau and/or pursued through the Magistrate’s Office. If there is an
overpayment, the amount of overpayment will be refunded to the parents/guardians who signed
the payment schedule.
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V. Unexpected Hardship Financial Assistance

In the case of unexpected financial hardship, the parents/guardians are responsible for contacting
the Principal as soon as possible to discuss those circumstances in confidence. Requests for
financial assistance and any payment arrangements are strictly confidential. Individual hardship
cases will be reviewed by the Principal and may also be reviewed by the Finance Committee of
the Board of Education. Financial Assistance may not be granted if there is any delinquent tuition
from the previous school year unless an acceptable payment plan has been established in writing
to pay the previous year’s delinquent tuition.

Uniform Dress Code

I. Overview

Students in the elementary schools of the Diocese of Harrisburg are expected to present a neat
and clean appearance. Any dress or apparel that would not reflect the moral teachings of the
Catholic Church is forbidden. (Policy #5132.2)

As a Catholic Elementary School at Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School, we seek to present
an image of order, respect, and discipline that expresses the interior call of Discipleship. That call
is to follow Jesus Christ, to see His image and likeness in each other, and to treat one another with
reverence. Part of this commitment is the establishment and implementation of a Dress Code that
will ensure appearances of modesty, neatness, and excellence. We hope this will help create and
ensure an environment in which students are encouraged to excel and grow in the Supernatural
Virtues of faith, hope, and love and the Natural Virtues of prudence, justice, temperance, and
fortitude. Students should be ever mindful that they are representatives of their Catholic school
and faith. Any time a student is representing Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School, whether in
school or out of school, the student must follow the Dress Code policy.

II. OVERALL STANDARDS OF MODESTY AND NEATNESS (Grades pre-K-8)
❖ Hair is to be well groomed.

➢ Haircuts/Styles/Fads – Hairstyles are to be neat and in good taste. Unusual
haircuts and/or hairstyles will not be permitted.  Hair colors may be only those
which are genetically possible.  Obvious two tone hair color is not permitted.
No feathers, beads, or hair wraps.

➢ Boys’ hair should be trimmed above the ears, the eyebrows, and the shirt collar.
Sideburns must end at the earlobes.

➢ Boys are expected to be clean-shaven.
➢ Hair should be off the face – may not hang in the eyes. (both boys and girls)

❖ Girls may wear only light medicated makeup for cover-up of blemishes.
❖ No makeup (including mascara and eyeliner, etc.) This includes dying or tattooing lids,

lashes, etc.
❖ Only clear polish may be worn on fingernails
❖ No false nails or nails of excessive length. Nails may be rounded or straight across

at the tips.
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❖ Jewelry (may need to be removed for physical education class):
➢ 1 wristband that is not offensive or disruptive may be worn.
➢ 1 religious necklace may be worn.
➢ 1 ring that is not offensive or disruptive may be worn.
➢ Girls may only wear two (2) pairs of small stud or hoop earrings. (No long

dangling or large hoop earrings.)
❖ Undershirt: Must be white with no lettering or pictures. The undershirt may not extend

below the sleeve of the uniform shirt or the bottom of the shirt.
❖ Slacks, shorts, skirts, and skorts are to be worn at the waist. Skirts/pants/shorts are NOT

to be rolled at the waist.
❖ Shorts (including lightweight & physical education), skorts, skirts, and jumpers must

not be more than two inches above the knee. This includes boys and girls P.E. shorts
and dress down clothing.

❖ Shirts and blouses must be tucked in neatly and completely.
❖ Tattoos or body piercings are not allowed.
❖ Hats are not worn inside the school.
❖ Shoes: Appropriate dress (black, brown or dark tan) shoes must be worn. Shoes must

have completely closed heels and closed toes, and an arch. Shoes must be below the ankle
bone; therefore, no boots. No sneakers, sneaker-like dress shoes, skater shoes,
slippers, moccasins or canvas shoes are allowed. Shoelaces must be tied. (Heels may
not exceed 2 inches)

❖ Sneakers are not to be worn with the regular school uniform. Sneakers may only be worn
on physical education class days. Vans and Sketchers are sneakers; hiker boots and
wheelies are not permitted.

❖ Socks:
➢ Girls: Solid black, navy or white knee-length socks or knit tights (opaque or

cable) - NO no show or ankle socks or leggings are to be worn under skirts.
➢ Boys: Solid white, black or navy blue socks – NO no show or ankle socks
➢ Socks may have a SMALL logo on them (e.g. Nike swoosh symbol)

❖ OPTIONAL: Solid navy sweater-vest, v-neck, crewneck cardigan, or quarter-zip fleece
pullover with school logo.
➢ Sweatshirts will NOT be worn in the classroom unless granted permission by the

teacher and/or principal.

All school uniforms are to be purchased from Flynn & O’Hara.

Lightweight (Summer) Uniform begins the first day of school to 10/31 and from 4/1 to the end of
the school year.  Regular (Winter) Uniform is worn from 11/1 to 3/31.

III. PRE-KINDERGARTEN DRESS CODE

Pre-Kindergarten students will be able to wear comfortable casual play clothes to school. Shoes
need to be appropriate for play, running, and jumping. On gym days, students will follow our
gym attire for dress code. Students may purchase the gym uniform, but it is not mandatory. On
gym days, students should dress appropriately for physical activity. Since accidents and spills do
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happen, we ask that all Pre-K students bring a complete change of clothes to school in a ziplock
bag marked with their name.

IV. KINDERGARTEN DRESS CODE

Kindergarten students will be required to wear a modified school uniform.
● Drop waist jumper with shirt, option of White Peter Pan Collar or White Oxford (Short or

Long-sleeve) shirt.  No long pants may be worn under the jumper.
● Navy or Khaki pants (purchased from Flynn & O’Hara Uniform Co.). Belt is optional.
● Navy blue, Orange or White polo with school logo may be worn year-round with slacks

or shorts only.
● Socks

○ Girls: Solid black, navy or white knee-length socks or knit tights (opaque or
cable) - NO no show or ankle socks or leggings are to be worn under skirts.

○ Boys: Solid white, black or navy blue socks – NO no show or ankle socks
○ Socks may have a SMALL logo on them (e.g. Nike swoosh symbol)

● Comfortable shoes – sneakers permitted for both boys and girls. Shoes must have
completely closed heels and closed toes, and an arch. Shoes must be below the ankle
bone; therefore, no boots.

V. BOYS’ UNIFORM DRESS CODE

(November 1 – March 31)
GRADES 1 – 3
● Navy blue or Khaki dress slacks (purchased from Flynn & O’Hara Uniform). Belt is

optional.
● Navy blue, Orange or White polo with school logo may be worn year-round. Unbanded

shirts/polos must be tucked in neatly and completely.
GRADES 4 – 8
● Navy blue or Khaki dress slacks (purchased from Flynn & O’Hara Uniform), worn with a

brown, black, or navy belt.
● Uniform Navy, Orange, or White Polo or long or short sleeve white button-down (oxford)

shirt. Unbanded shirts/polos must be tucked in neatly and completely.
● Optional: Uniform neck tie (purchased from Flynn & O’Hara Uniform Co.). Ties must be

pulled up neatly and completely.

VI. GIRLS’ UNIFORM DRESS CODE
(November 1 – March 31)

GRADES 1 – 3
● Drop waist jumper with shirt, option of White Peter Pan Collar or White Oxford (Short or

Long-sleeve) shirt.
○ No long pants may be worn under the jumper.

● Navy blue or Khaki dress slacks (purchased from Flynn & O’Hara Uniform). Belt is
optional
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● Navy blue, Orange or White polo with school logo (to be worn with slacks only).
Unbanded polos must be tucked in neatly and completely.

GRADES 4 – 8
● Choice of plaid wrap-around kilt, navy kilt, or khaki kilt.
● Long or short sleeve white button-down (oxford) blouse. Shirts must be tucked in neatly

and completely. (Second button from the top must be fastened).
● Navy blue, Orange or White polo with school logo may be worn year-round with skirt

and/or pants. Unbanded polos must be tucked in neatly and completely.l
● Navy blue or khaki girls slacks (worn with a black belt). (purchased from Flynn &

O’Hara).

VII. LIGHTWEIGHT UNIFORM – (OPTIONAL)
(Beginning of school through October 31 and April 1 to the end of school)

● Girls K-3 may wear Navy or Khaki Pleat skorts.
● Navy blue, Orange or White polo with school logo may be worn with skirt, shorts, skorts

and slacks.
● Navy blue or khaki shorts or slacks. (Grades 4–8 worn with brown, black, or navy belt).
● Navy or khaki skort – Girls grades K–3 (To be worn with polo).
● Solid white, black or navy blue socks (at least one inch above the ankle bone).

NOTE – Socks may have a SMALL logo on them (e.g. Nike swoosh symbol).

VIII. PHYSICAL EDUCATION UNIFORM (Purchased from Weaver’s Screen Printing)

BOYS & GIRLS – Grade Pre-K – 8
● Orange or Gray Saint Teresa of Calcutta T-shirt. (Short or Long-sleeved). (Mandatory

Lightweight and Winter)
● Navy blue Saint Teresa of Calcutta shorts. (Must be within one inch of top of knee).

(Mandatory Lightweight & Optional Winter)
○ Shorts option for Grades 4 – 8: Shorts may be worn underneath sweatpants

if the student wishes to remove sweatpants during physical education class.
○ Grades K -3: Students will not be permitted to remove sweatpants during

physical education class.
● Navy blue Saint Teresa of Calcutta sweatpants. (Optional Lightweight and Mandatory

Winter)
● Orange or Gray Saint Teresa of Calcutta logo sweatshirt (Optional Lightweight and

Winter)
● Solid white or black athletic (crew) socks (at least one inch above the ankle bone)  NOTE

– Socks may have a SMALL logo on them (e.g. Nike swoosh symbol).
● Sneakers – All colors are permitted with the physical education uniform.

IX. DRESS DOWN DAYS

Designated dress down days will follow the same expectations in cleanliness and in keeping with
Catholic morals that reflect modesty and respect for self and others. Shorts, tank tops/spaghetti
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straps, leggings, and pajama pants are not permitted. No torn or ripped clothing should be worn.
Leggings must be worn with a shirt long enough and hit at mid-thigh. Students must wear a
fully enclosed shoe (no clogs, flip flops, etc.) Crocs are acceptable with a strap around the back
of the heel. Moccasins are not permitted.  Boots are permitted on dress down days only.

When the day is a Crusader Wear or Spirit Wear Day, the school spirit colors -orange, navy blue,
and white- or clothing with the school logo should be worn. Gym uniforms are an acceptable
way to show your school spirit. When wearing Crusader wear students may wear the athletic
wear sold by athletic association with appropriate jeans or shorts or matching Crusader Wear
bottoms of appropriate fit/length according to seasonal dress option.

X. DRESS-UP DAYS

Designated dress-up days will follow the same expectations in cleanliness and in keeping with
Catholic morals that reflect modesty and respect for self and others. Again, modesty is a part of
temperance. Temperance is a virtue and a virtue is a mark of excellence. Therefore, wearing tops
that cover the shoulders, skirts and dresses that touch the top of the knee, staying away from
excessively tight clothing, and wearing fully enclosed shoes is not only modest but also excellent
in God's eyes. No jeans, jean shorts, leggings, athletic wear or other casual clothing is allowed
on dress up days.

XI. EIGHTH GRADE PRIVILEGE

It is the belief that our eighth grade students have earned the right to express themselves. Eighth
grade students may wear their choice of socks with their uniform for the entire school year.
Please make sure designs do not display inappropriate words, symbols or messages. Choose socks
that keep within the standards of reflecting the moral teachings of the Catholic Church. Socks still
need to be above the ankle bone.  NO “no show” socks are allowed.

General Information

I. Bus/Car/Walkers - Transportation

Bus - Transportation is provided for students who are living in Conewago Valley, Littlestown,
South Western, Spring Grove, Gettysburg, Hanover, Bermudian Springs School Districts. Delone
Catholic through E&B Transportation provides transportation for Maryland students. Only
students who reside in the school district may ride their district bus. Students are to comply with
all bus rules and regulations. They are under the authority of the bus driver when riding the bus.

If a student breaks a bus rule, the school is notified by letter and must take action to address the
issue. (See Appendix I for Bus Safety Regulations)

Car - To ensure safety, those students who are transported in cars must follow each campus
before school drop off and after school pick up procedures as stated in each policy.
(See Appendix IIA and IIB)
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Walkers - Adult safety crossing patrols are provided by the Conewago Township Police
Department and the McSherrystown Borough at their respective main intersections before and
after school to assist students in crossing the streets.

II. Calendar

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School follows the school calendar of the Conewago Valley
School District. It is developed in conjunction with the public school transportation system. A
detailed calendar is available online and  updated with changes as needed.

III. Child Abuse and Neglect

It is the policy of Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School, as well as all the Catholic Schools in
the Diocese of Harrisburg, to take reasonable action to prevent and reduce incidents of child
abuse and neglect. The school will cooperate with Childline and law enforcement officials in
cases of suspected child abuse or neglect.

IV. Christian Life

The whole atmosphere of Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School reflects the spirit of Christian
life and learning. The building of a faith community in which the students can experience the
living of the Gospel is paramount. The rite and ritual of worship permeates each child’s life.
Attendance at Mass allows students the opportunity to listen to God’s Word in Scripture and to
strengthen their personal lives through the reception of Eucharist. Children delight in joining
their parish community at Mass, as well as, take pride in participating as lector, altar server, gift
bearer, or choir member. The students have the opportunity to experience the Father’s love and
forgiveness in the Sacrament of Reconciliation, which is scheduled twice a year. Prayer becomes
a lived experience each day as students develop their understanding of prayer. Non-Catholic
students will participate in all aspects of the school’s religious education program with the
exception of the final phases of the sacramental preparation curriculum, which includes receiving
the Sacrament of the Eucharist, the Sacrament of Reconciliation, and the Sacrament of
Confirmation.

V. Class Celebrations

Class celebrations may be scheduled during the school year celebrating Halloween,
Christmas,Valentine’s Day, etc. Teachers and parents are responsible for the planning and
execution of these parties. Any other celebration must have the prior approval of the school
principal. Students are not permitted to distribute personal party invitations in the classroom
unless the entire class is invited, or if all boys or all girls are invited. Addresses and phone
numbers may not be requested from the office.
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VI. Communication with Parents/Guardians

At the beginning of the year, a Back-to-School night is held for families to visit their child’s
classrooms and meet their teachers. Teachers will be present to answer any questions or concerns.
It is the responsibility of parents to attend this open house night.

Every effort is made to keep families informed of upcoming events and pertinent information
through Weekly Updates and “Friday” folders, which are sent home with the oldest child in each
family. The folder is to be returned to school on Monday, empty or with any completed
forms.

Parents are always encouraged to check their child’s grades on Rediker, and to contact teachers to
discuss the progress of their child(ren). Conference time is set aside in the fall, usually in October,
for parents and students. The format is a parent-teacher conference for grades Pre-K-3, and a
student led format for grades 4-8.

It is very important that parents notify teachers when there is a concern with their child
immediately. Phone calls and conferences are more effective than email communications.
However, communicating via email with a teacher may be the most effective method in setting up
a time for a phone call or conference. Please understand that Facebook or other forms of social
media is not an acceptable form of communication between parents and teachers. If problems
arise, parents should contact and discuss the problem with the teacher first. If further resolution is
needed, then the parent may contact the principal. Effective communication is the single most
important factor that assures a positive relationship between home and school.

VII. Contests

The Diocesan Superintendent of Education will at times recommend to the schools contests or
other activities because of their educational value. Any recommended activity should enjoy the
cooperation of the schools. Participation in Diocesan contests such as spelling bees, geography
bees, faith bees, oratorical contests or other contests as sponsored by local newspapers,
radio-television stations and civic organizations should be supported. Participation in all local
contests is left to the discretion of the principal.

VIII. Crisis Intervention Plan / Crisis Team

A crisis intervention plan is part of the school’s safety regulations, in compliance with the
Diocese of Harrisburg Office of Education. A Memorandum of Understanding is on file with the
local police department and all agencies who support the school’s safety plan. A Crisis Team
within the school is trained in the event of an emergency situation. When deemed necessary,
students will be escorted to a safe location depending on the emergency. Parents will be notified
as soon as possible in crisis situations.
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IX. Field Trips

Field trips are scheduled throughout the year, in accordance with Diocesan and School Policy.
Field trips are privileges, not rights, and students can be denied participation if they fail to meet
academic or behavioral requirements. This decision can be made by the teacher and principal.
Parents of children participating in school-sponsored field trips are required by Diocesan policy to
sign a permission form. A child who does not return a signed permission form will not be
permitted to go on the trip. Verbal permission will not be accepted as a substitute for the signed
school permission slip. If the child chooses not to participate in the field trip, he/she is still
required to attend school.

All trips are to be made in public licensed carriers or school buses adequately chaperoned by
adults. Parents are selected by the teacher to act as chaperones. All Chaperones MUST have their
proper clearances to participate in a field trip. Chaperones assist the teacher with monitoring and
safety of students. All chaperones MUST ride on the bus or other method of transportation
provided by the school. Persons other than those selected as chaperones are not permitted to join
the group at the trip destination. Only children listed on the class roster are permitted to attend.
Pre-school siblings and other school-aged children are not permitted to attend. Persons other than
those selected as chaperones are not permitted to join the group at the trip destination.
Chaperones must be at least 21 years of age and have proper Diocese of Harrisburg clearances.

When private cars are used for short trips, every effort must be made to insure that vehicles are
operated by responsible drivers who have sufficient liability coverage. The driver must complete
a volunteer vehicle form to drive students. All students must wear seat belts.

Students MUST be transported on the bus to and from the trip destination as indicated on the
Parent Permission and Waiver for Field Trip Participation form. Any fees involved to offset the
cost of the field trip will be collected by the teacher. Proper attire for all field trips will be
discussed before each field trip.  (See Appendix IV for Diocesan Policy)

X. Healthy & Safe School Environment

In an effort to promote healthy choices for our students and to be considerate of students and staff
who have allergies, we are asking that snacks and birthday treats are nut free. Please help us to
keep our school safe for all students and staff. In addition, please have students refrain from
wearing scented sprays and perfumes to school in consideration for students and staff who have
fragrance sensitivity allergies.

Please consult with the teacher when providing birthday treats due to student allergies, as well
as for planning purposes. If you would like to send birthday invitations in with your child, they
should go to all girls in the class or all boys in the class, or to the entire class. We want all
students to feel included.
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XI. Library Media & Resource Room

The school library is open to all students on a regularly scheduled basis. Books may be borrowed
and returned at this time only. If a book is overdue a fine of five cents per week is charged and the
child is not permitted to borrow another book until the overdue book and fine are returned. Books
that are lost or damaged must be paid for in full so they can be replaced.

XII. Liturgies

Instruction in the faith and participation in liturgical celebrations are among the highest priorities
at Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School.  All Catholic children are obligated to attend Mass on
Saturday evening or Sunday, and on all Holy Days of Obligation. This is the parent’s
responsibility. Students at the Conewago Campus have an opportunity to attend a weekly liturgy
on Wednesday morning and students at the McSherrystown Campus have the opportunity to
attend Mass every Friday morning.

XIII. Lost and Found

Articles that are found in the building are brought to the main office. Anything not claimed
within thirty days is donated to a charitable organization. Parents are urged to mark each
article of clothing with their child’s first & last name, especially coats, jackets and
sweatshirts, all of which are easily removed during physical education class, recess,
lunchtime or in the classroom.

If a book or other school-owned item is lost or damaged, the student/parent will be responsible
for reimbursing the school for the cost of the book/item.

XIV. Non-Discrimination Policy

In compliance with the Diocesan Board of Education Policy, Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic
School shall not discriminate on the basis of race, age, religion, national origin, or disability in the
administration of educational policies, admission policies, athletics, and/or other school
programs.

XV. Parent Teacher Conferences

Parent-teacher conferences are scheduled during the first trimester and are mandated by the
Diocese of Harrisburg. Additional conferences may also be held at the request of the parent or
school. The parent-teacher conference is recognized as a highly effective means of improving the
education of children. As partners in the conference, parents and teachers share valuable
information and plan together for the continuous growth of each child in relation to the student’s
individual ability. Students in grades 4-8 are a part of the conference format.
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XVI. Right to Amend

The school and administration reserves the right to amend this handbook when circumstances
warrant changes. Parents and students will be promptly notified, and the Parent Student
Handbook will be updated on the website.

XVII. Sacramental Preparation

As an interparochial school, sacraments are completed at each parish the family is registered to
and must be in contact with your parish for sacramental expectations. We prepare our students
for the religious instruction of the sacraments. In the second grade, the Sacrament of
Reconciliation and the Sacrament of Eucharist are celebrated. Confirmation is celebrated in the
eighth grade. The confirmandi class receives two years of instruction, combining their heightened
sense of knowledge of their faith with service, as they continue to grow in the life of the Church.
An annual day of Retreat is scheduled prior to First Communion and Confirmation.

XVIII. School Pictures

School pictures will be arranged through a school photographer at the beginning of the school
year. This picture is used to place on your child’s permanent file for safety and identification
purposes. Families have the option to purchase these pictures, but are under no obligation to do
so. A makeup date will be scheduled for absent students and retakes.

The school reserves the right to use student pictures in publications and on the school’s
website/social media sites. Any parent who does not wish his or her child’s picture used, must
notify the school completing the electronic Permission to Photograph form indicating such
wishes.

XIX. School Supplies

Students are responsible for coming to class with supplies necessary to complete all class
assignments. From the earliest grades children should be trained to check that they have all
necessary supplies before they leave school.

A list of necessary school supplies will be posted on the teacher’s website. Students may purchase
ordinary school supplies from local stores. Parents should check with their child throughout the
year to make sure the necessary supplies are still in the child’s possession.

XX. School-Wide Early Dismissal Policy

It is important that you make arrangements to pick up your son or daughter because bussing is not
always available. We have a primary concern for every child’s safety during the dismissal of a
large number of students.
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XXI. Transfers and Withdrawals

When a withdrawal or transfer of a student occurs or is anticipated for any reason, parents should
complete the Student Withdrawal Form (available in the school office). Student records will be
mailed to the transferring school. An exception is made when students transfer to schools in
foreign countries.  In this case, records may be hand carried in a sealed envelope.

Transfer of Records – Whenever a pupil transfers to another school entity or nonpublic school, a
certified copy of the student’s disciplinary record shall be transmitted to the school entity or
nonpublic school to which the pupil has transferred. The school entity or nonpublic school to
which the student has transferred should request the record. The sending school entity or
nonpublic school shall have ten (10) days from receipt of the request to supply a certified copy of
the student’s disciplinary record. The requirements of this section apply as well to transfers
between schools within the same school entity. The student’s academic record may be withheld
for the satisfaction of financial or other obligations. All other student records are forwarded upon
request.

XXII. Visitors/Volunteers

In order to ensure a safe school environment, all school doors will remain locked during the hours
of the school day. All transactions are performed through the school office. Any visitor or
volunteer must enter through the front door by ringing the doorbell, then proceed directly to the
office. Any necessary deliveries to students are made through the office staff.

All volunteers MUST have their clearances from the Diocese of Harrisburg. This is a requirement
of the Diocese of Harrisburg. If you do not have your clearances, please see the school office for
more information on how to complete this process.
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APPENDIX I - Bus Transportation and Safety Regulations

BUS TRANSPORTATION

Pennsylvania state law (Act 372) provides for transportation to all students within the district or outside
the district boundaries at a distance not exceeding ten miles by the nearest public highway.

BUS SAFETY REGULATIONS

Students are expected to follow the rules established by the local School Districts, as well as, each
individual bus driver. Parents of students who ride the school buses are asked to review the rules of bus
conduct with their children. Parents should remind their children that breaking these rules could result in
suspension or loss of bus riding privileges.  The rules are as follows:

● Be on time at the designated school bus stop, arriving five minutes before the bus is due.
● Wait for your bus at a safe place, well off the highway, on the side of the street on which you live.

Cross the street to enter the bus, if necessary, only when the bus is stopped and the red flashing
signals are lighted.

● Respect the property rights of people who reside at or near the bus stop.
● Do not get into private vehicles with strangers.  All School District vehicles are clearly marked.
● Enter the bus in an orderly manner and take your assigned seat.  Bus drivers may assign seats.
● Remember that bus conduct should be the same as classroom conduct.  Always obey your bus driver.
● Remain in your seat at all times except when boarding and unloading.  Do not change seats.
● Keep your hands, head and feet inside the bus at all times.  Never throw objects in or out of the bus.
● Be courteous to fellow students and the bus driver.
● Use respectful tones and never use profanity and/or bad language.
● Do not engage in any activity that would cause unsafe conditions on the bus or interfere with the bus

driver’s operation of the bus.
● Do no damage or tamper with any part of the bus.  In addition to disciplinary actions from violating

this rule, you or your parents will be responsible for the payment of the cost of repair.
● Keep the aisle clear except when entering or exiting.
● Harassment, fighting, eating and drinking are strictly forbidden, as is all other conduct prohibited by

the Student Code of Conduct.
● The following items are not permitted in any school vehicle:  live animals, weapons, drugs, alcohol,

tobacco, flammable liquids (gasoline, propane, fuel, etc.), fireworks, firecrackers, smoke bombs, tape
recorders, radios, balls, water pistols, spray bottles, pea shooters, sling shots and any item too large
for students to hold on their laps.

Any misconduct that could be detrimental to the health or safety of the driver, other students, the bus or
persons outside the bus will not be tolerated.
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APPENDIX II - Arrival & Dismissal Procedures

Conewago Campus

Arrival

Students will enter through the gym doors, closest to Basilica Drive, between 7:30AM and 7:50AM,
where they will wait with their class.

Car line will enter from Basilica Drive and drop off at the gym doors. Cars should exit past the Basilica.

Buses will drop off on at the same location.

*Late arrivals coming after 7:50 AM should come to the front doors and report to the office.

Dismissal

Walkers will dismiss at 2:40 PM. They will be escorted by a staff member through the cemetery to the
crossing guard.

Bus riders will dismiss at 2:45 PM from the front doors.

Car line will dismiss after buses from the front doors. Please follow the procedure below:

1. Have your name tag visible and hanging from the mirror of your vehicle.
2. Enter from Edgegrove Road and turn onto Basilica Drive.
3. Follow Basilica Drive towards the school gym and turn right in front of the gym doors towards

the front of the school. Be sure to pull up as far as possible to allow three cars to pull up for pick
up.

4. Once your child is in your car, pull forward and exit via Basilica Drive in the opposite direction
from which you entered.  DO NOT EXIT by turning around in car line!

5. Wappler Drive may be used ONLY if the cars are backed out onto Edgegrove Road.
6. ALL STUDENTS MUST BE PICKED UP BY 3:15 P.M. If you are running late, please call the

school office.
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Conewago Campus Map

Edgegrove Road

Black arrows for both pick up and drop off.  Blue arrows for drop off and
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McSherrystown Arrival & Dismissal Procedures

Arrival

All students will enter through the front doors on North Street and proceed to the gym between 7:30 a.m.
and 7:50AM, where they will sit and wait with their class. Students arriving between 7:50 a.m. will report
directly to their homeroom. Students arriving at 8AM and later will report to the school office to sign in
late.

Dismissal

Main Street Walkers will be dismissed first after 2:50 PM closing prayers.

North Street Walkers dismissed after busses are loaded and have left the front of the school building.
.
Bus Riders will dismiss via the front entrance to their buses as they are called beginning at 2:50 PM.

Car Line Dismissal Procedure

*Please Note:  All parents picking up children in the car line must be in a parking space – Please display
your family name form on your dashboard/visor, so that faculty members can view it.

Cars that are parked on the church side of Maple Street will begin to slowly move forward into the Maple
Street alley once directed by school personnel.

1. Cars entering or parked at the Adoration Chapel parking lot will always enter that lot from Third
Street and exit to the right, onto Maple Street where they will slowly enter the car line (after those
parked on the side of the church have entered the car line).

2. Cars parked along Third Street (in front of the church) will then move forward (after the Maple
Street cars have exited from the Adoration Chapel side)  and turn left to enter the car line onto
Maple Street.

3. Cars parked alongside of the park on Third Street will be the last to enter the car line by backing
onto Third Street and then entering the car line (via a right turn) onto Maple Street.

Your child(ren) will meet you in the lower recess lot by the stage door.  We ask that your child(ren) enter
your vehicle promptly in order that cars may continue to move down the Maple Street alley, preventing
back-ups onto Third and Main Streets.

LATE ARRIVALS TO THE CAR LINE: If you arrive late to the car line and the cars are in motion,
please turn into the Adoration Chapel parking lot and exit right onto Maple Street. You may enter the car
line from there. If you no longer see any teachers in the back street and it is after 3:00 p.m., please pick
up your child(ren) in the front of the school. ALL STUDENTS MUST BE PICKED UP BY 3:15 P.M. If
you are running late, please call the school office.
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McSherrystown Campus Map
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Appendix III -  Diocesan Safe Environment Program

The Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People, adopted by the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops in 2002, requires the parish or school to provide formation for
children in the areas of safety and the integrity of their person. Our philosophy is to directly
involve parents in the formation of their children. In addition to a classroom presentation of safety
issues, adapted for different grade levels, parents will receive materials to help guide their own
discussions with their children.

Safe2Say Something is a youth violence prevention program run by the Pennsylvania Office of
Attorney General. The program teaches youth and adults how to recognize warning signs and
signals, especially within social media, from individuals who may be a threat to themselves or
others and to “say something” BEFORE it is too late.  The program allows anyone to submit an
anonymous tip to the Safe2Say Something Program.  Once a tip is received, a crisis center will
investigate the tip and determine if further action is needed.  for more information, please see
https://www.safe2saypa.org/
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APPENDIX IV

FIELD TRIPS - ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 5134.1a

All field trips involving only one day are to be left to the discretion of the local Principal.  Only field trips
approved by the Principal are covered by the diocesan insurance plan.  Such trips include travel outside
the diocese to places such as Philadelphia, Scranton, Baltimore, Washington DC, New York City, etc.  All
trips of this nature, as well as trips within the diocese, except those involving a short distance, are to be
made in public, licensed carriers or school buses, adequately chaperoned by responsible adults, who are at
least 21 years of age.

The use of private vehicles is strongly discouraged.  If a private passenger vehicle is to be used, the
following must be verified by the school (see attached form).

1.   The driver must be at least twenty-one years of age.
2.   The driver must possess a valid, non-probationary driver's license.
3.   The vehicle must have a valid registration.
4.   The vehicle must have a valid state inspection sticker.
5.   The vehicle must be insured for a minimum of $300,000 Bodily Injury/Property Damage

Combined Single Limit; $35,000 Combined Single Limit for Uninsured Motorist; $35,000 Combined
Single Limit for Underinsured Motorist.

A signed Volunteer Driver Information Sheet must be submitted to the Principal for each vehicle used.

Each driver and/or chaperone should be given a copy of the approved itinerary.

No overnight trips are permitted for students in diocesan elementary schools with specific written
permission from the diocesan Superintendent of Schools or his/her designate.

The written consent of parents/guardians must be obtained for every student participating in a field trip.
Permission slips must inform parents/guardians of the following:

1. Name, location, and date(s) of the event;
2.  Cost to the student;
3.  Mode of transportation to be used;
4.  Name of supervisor overseeing the activity;
5.  Parents/Guardians responsibility.

No student may participate unless a signed parent permission slip for the specific event is on file with the
Principal.

The signed permission slips are to be carried by the adult responsible for the trip.  After the trip, the slips
are to be retained on file in the school office by the principal.

Policy Revised: September 1, 2000 NCD/Bishop of Harrisburg
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APPENDIX V

STUDENTS 5136 C

ANTI-HAZING POLICY

The Diocese of Harrisburg prohibits any form of hazing of or by employees, volunteers or
students.

Hazing is defined as: “Any action or situation which recklessly or intentionally endangers the mental or
physical health or safety of a person or which willfully destroys or removes public or private property for
the purpose of initiation or admission into or affiliation with, or as a condition for continued membership
in, any organization. The term shall include, but not be limited to, any brutality of a physical nature, such
as whipping, beating, branding, forced calisthenics, exposure to the elements, forced consumption of any
food, liquor, drug or other substance, or any other forced physical activity which could adversely affect
the physical health and safety of the individual, and shall include any activity which would subject the
individual to extreme mental stress, such as sleep deprivation, forced exclusion from social contact,
forced conduct which could result in extreme embarrassment, or any other forced activity which could
adversely affect the mental health or dignity of the individual, or any willful destruction or removal of
public or private property. For purposes of this definition, any activity as described in this definition upon
which the initiation or admission into or affiliation with or continued membership in an organization is
directly or indirectly conditioned shall be presumed to be "forced" activity, the willingness of an
individual to participate in such activity notwithstanding.” (From Act 2016-31)

Any student who experiences some form of hazing or staff member who becomes aware of hazing
should report it to the school administration. Any staff member who permits or encourages hazing will
face disciplinary action, including possible dismissal. Any student who engages in hazing is subject to
discipline, up to and including expulsion, depending on the seriousness of the offensive conduct.

Every elementary and secondary school shall promulgate this policy to parents and provide a copy to
all athletic coaches and moderators of activities in accord with Pennsylvania state law.

Policy

Adopted: July 1, 2016 RWG/Bishop of Harrisburg
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APPENDIX VI

STUDENTS 5137

DRUGS AND ALCOHOL

The Principal and the school staff should place primary emphasis on behaviors which enhance the health
and welfare of the entire school community. Educational programs should be designed to heighten student
awareness of the dangers of drug and alcohol abuse.

The use and/or possession of illegal drugs, alcoholic beverages, mood-altering substances, look alike
drugs, or drug-related paraphernalia or the abuse of prescription drugs on school property or while
attending or participating in any school-sponsored activity is forbidden and is considered a major
disciplinary infraction.

Being under the influence of illegal drugs, alcoholic beverages or mood-altering substances on school
property or at a school-sponsored activity is likewise forbidden and is considered a major disciplinary
infraction.

After considering all circumstances, the Principal may suspend or expel a student for these major
disciplinary infractions, depending upon the severity and/or frequency of such violations.

The selling, pushing, or supplying of illegal drugs, alcoholic beverages, mood-altering substances, or
drug-related paraphernalia is an extremely serious situation which is to be reported to the
parents/guardians of a student and ordinarily to law enforcement officials as well. If, in the judgment of
the Principal, there are no extenuating circumstances, a student committing such an offense will be
expelled from the school.

A Student Assistance Team is to be established in each secondary school for the purpose of
recommending guidelines to respond openly and effectively to the potential and current uses and abuses
of drugs, alcohol, and mood-altering substances by students. Upon approval by the local Board of
Education, the Student Assistance Program Guidelines will be submitted by each secondary school to the
Superintendent of Schools for review and reference.

Policy
Revised: May 30, 1996 NCD/Bishop of Harrisburg
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APPENDIX VII

STUDENTS 5136A

HARASSMENT, BULLYING AND CYBERBULLYING

The Diocese of Harrisburg affirms the inherent value of every individual and upholds the respect due to
each because of his or her uniqueness as a child of God; therefore, the Diocese is committed to providing
for its students an educational environment which is free from physical, psychological, sexual or verbal
harassment.

The Diocese prohibits any form of harassment, including bullying or cyberbullying of or by the students,
on or off the school campus.

Bullying shall mean unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct directed at a student by another
student that has the intent or effect of:

1.  Physically, emotionally or mentally harming a student;
2.  Damaging, extorting or taking a student's personal property;
3.  Placing a student in reasonable fear of physical, emotional or mental harm;
4.  Placing a student in reasonable fear of damage to or loss of personal property; or
5.  Creating an intimidating or hostile environment that substantially interferes with a student's

educational opportunities.

Cyberbullying includes, but is not limited to, the following misuses of technology: harassing, teasing,
intimidating, threatening, or terrorizing another student, teacher or employee of the school by sending or
posting inappropriate or derogatory email messages, instant messages, text messages, digital pictures or
images, or Web site postings (including blogs).  All forms of cyberbullying are unacceptable and
offenders shall be subject to appropriate discipline as noted in this policy.

Any student who experiences some form of harassment should report it to the school administration.
Prompt investigation of allegations of harassment or bullying will be made on a confidential basis by the
most immediate administrative authority not accused or involved with the allegation to ascertain the
veracity of complaints.  Any student who engages in harassment or bullying is subject to discipline, up to
and including expulsion, depending on the seriousness of the offensive conduct.

Every elementary and secondary school shall promulgate this policy to all concerned to make it clearly
understood that harassment of any form is inconsistent with our mission of Catholic education.

Policy Revised: July 1, 2009 KCR/Bishop of Harrisburg
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APPENDIX VIII
STUDENTS 5136 B

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

The Diocese of Harrisburg prohibits any form of sexual harassment of or by employers, employees,
volunteers or students.  Sexual harassment is defined as: 1) threatening to impose adverse employment,
academic, disciplinary or other sanctions on a person unless sexual favors are given:  2) promising
favorable benefits for sexual favors; 3) conduct or suggestions of a sexual nature which would be
offensive to a reasonable person.

Sexual harassment includes, but is not limited to, the following behaviors:

1. Derogatory verbal comments such as epithets, jokes, slurs or unwanted sexual advances;

2. Displaying lewd visuals such as posters, photographs, cartoons, drawings or gestures including
derogatory and/or sexually-oriented materials;

3. Unwanted physical contact or sexual overtures which unreasonably interferes with an individual’s
work or academic performance or which creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive working or
academic environment;

4. Threats and demands to submit to sexual requests as a condition of continued employment,
grades, other benefits, eg. or to avoid some other loss and offer of benefits in return  for sexual
favors;

5. Retaliation for having reported or threatened to report sexual harassment.

Any student who experiences some form of sexual harassment should report it to the school
administration. Prompt investigation of allegations of sexual harassment will be made on a confidential
basis by the most immediate administrative authority not involved with the allegation to ascertain the
veracity of complaints.  Any student who engages in sexual harassment is subject to discipline, up to and
including expulsion, depending on the seriousness of the offensive conduct.  Any student who engages in
sexual harassment may also be subject to legal proceedings.

Every elementary and secondary school shall promulgate this policy to all concerned to make it clearly
understood that sexual harassment will not be tolerated.

Policy
Adopted: January 12, 1996 NCD/Bishop of Harrisburg
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APPENDIX IX

STUDENTS 5137.5

WEAPONS OR THREATS OF VIOLENCE

The possession of any weapon on school property or at any school-related activity is to be reported
immediately to law enforcement officials. Any student in possession of a weapon will be immediately
suspended from the school. If, in the judgment of the Principal, there are no extenuating circumstances,
the student shall be expelled from the school.

The definition of “weapon” shall include but is not limited to any knife, cutting instrument, cutting tool,
nun-chuck stick, firearm, shotgun, rifle and any other tool, instrument or implement capable of inflicting
serious bodily injury. In addition, the Principal reserves the right to define "weapon" in the case of objects
other than the obvious guns and knives. Unloaded guns, replicas, and objects used in a threatening manner
may all fall into this category.

The Principal is to inform the Superintendent of Schools if anyone is accused of possessing a weapon.

A threat to inflict violence on another person shall be investigated immediately by school authorities. If a
threat is determined to be credible, the student(s) involved may be suspended and law enforcement
officials notified. Students making threats against others may be required to have a professional
evaluation before they are permitted to return to class. If the assessment by school authorities and the
professional evaluation indicate that a student poses a threat to him/her self, or to others, or requires
support beyond what the school is able to provide, the student may be asked to withdraw from the school.
In a serious situation, students who are considered to pose such a threat to themselves or others may be
expelled.

Policy
Revised: July 1, 2016 RWG/Bishop of Harrisburg
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APPENDIX X

Students 5112.6

Gender Identity Questions - Students

Catholic educators as well as all other members of the school staff and community are called to
be witnesses to Jesus Christ and His Church.

The policy on gender identity distinguishes between two different conditions (1) where a child is
born with sexually ambiguous genitalia and (2) where the gender identity question is
psychological in origin.

In the first instance, where the sex of a child may be indeterminate at birth, one requiring time
and medical testing before establishing an existing or dominant sex, it is common pastoral
practice to collaborate with parents and medical professionals as they try to make a prudential
determination on their child's biological sex.

This policy addresses the circumstances where there is a clear biological determination of a
person's sex and subsequent efforts to chemically and/or surgically alter the given biology.  This
is understood in Catholic moral terms as self-mutilation and therefore immoral.  To attempt to
make accommodations for such persons would be to cooperate in the immoral action and impose
an unacceptable burden on others in the school community.

When parents enroll a child in a Catholic school in the diocese they agree that they will not
publically act in opposition to Catholic teaching.  Notification of a student's determination to
undergo a sex change procedure or that a student has undergone the procedure (condition #2 as
described above) would violate that agreement.  The student would be ineligible to attend or
remain in attendance in a Catholic school.

Policy adopted:
January 1, 2015 RWB/Bishop of Harrisburg
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APPENDIX XI

CODE OF CHRISTIAN CONDUCT - Parents, Students, & Community

The Catholic Church and this Catholic School recognize parents as the primary educators of their children
and that the education of students is a partnership between parents and the school. The students' interest
in receiving a quality, morally based education can be served if students, parents and school officials work
together. Our school is committed to providing an environment that educates, nurtures, and supports
students according to the basic Christian principles of charity and love of neighbor. Everyone involved in
the development of children and youth— parents/guardians, teachers, administrators, family and
friends—is expected to behave in accordance with these principles.

It shall be an express condition of enrollment that students behave in a manner, both on and off campus,
that is consistent with the Christian principles of the school. These principles include, but are not limited
to, the policies, principles or procedures set forth in our school’s handbooks.

It shall also be expected that the parents/guardians of a student follow the standards of conduct that are
consistent with the Christian principles of the school. These principles include, but are not limited to the
policies, principles or procedures set forth in our school’s handbooks.

Our codes of conduct for members of our school community were developed to promote a learning
environment based on reverence, respect, discipline, responsibility and excellence. As a partnership, we
all need to understand the importance of a good working relationship.

In most cases, differences can be resolved. In some rare instances, however, if, in the opinion of the
administration, the partnership is irretrievably broken because of the severe nature of the conduct, the
school reserves the right to disenroll a family.

The purpose of this policy then is to provide a reminder to all members of the community of the expected
conduct, so that we may continue to thrive, progress and achieve in an atmosphere of mutual
understanding and respect.

Our Christian principles provide that all members of our school community:
● Work courteously and cooperatively with the school to assist the student in meeting the school’s

academic, moral, and behavioral expectations
● Communicate and respectfully express concerns about the school operation and its personnel in a

constructive and Christian manner within an appropriate setting

In order to support a Christian and safe school environment, the following behaviors are inconsistent with
the Christian principles of the school and, therefore, are unacceptable:

● Physically or verbally intimidating a member of the school community
● Defamatory, offensive or derogatory comments regarding the school or any of the

students/parents/staff at the school on any social media sites (Any concerns are to be addressed
through the appropriate channels)

● Abusive and/ or threatening electronic, written or verbal communication
● Disruptive behavior which interferes or threatens to interfere with the operation of the classroom,

office, or any other area of the school property.
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APPENDIX XII

COMMUNITY 1115

CATHOLIC SCHOOL PARENTS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

As a parent/guardian of a student in a Catholic School I understand and affirm the following:

1.  The primary purpose of a Catholic school education is to form students in the values of Jesus
Christ and the teaching of the Catholic Church.

2.  Catholic schools are distinctive religious education institutions operated as programs of the
Catholic Church; they are not private schools but are administered and supported by the
sponsoring parish(es), and the diocese.

3.  Attending a Catholic school is a privilege, not a right.
4.  While academic excellence and involvement in extracurricular activity (i.e., sports, clubs, etc.) are

important, fidelity to the Catholic identity of the school is the fundamental priority.
5.  The school and its administration have the responsibility to ensure that Catholic values and moral

integrity permeate every facet of the school's life and activity.
6.  In all questions involving faith, morals, faith teaching, and Church law, the final determination

rests with the diocesan bishop.

As a parent/guardian desiring to enroll my child in a Catholic school, I accept this memorandum of
understanding.  I pledge support for the Catholic identity and mission of this school and by enrolling my
child I commit myself to uphold all the principles and policies that govern a Catholic school.

All Schools in the diocese will add this statement to their Handbooks and make specific reference
affirmation to this in the registration materials.  Parents would affix their signature to the appropriate
registration document, which the school will keep on file.

Approved: July 1, 2014 RWB/Bishop of Harrisburg

In upholding all the principles and policies of the Diocese of Harrisburg and Saint Teresa of
Calcutta Catholic School, and in support for the Catholic identity and mission of this
school, parents and families are expected to help with the positive advancement of our
school, staff, students, families, and all who are part of our school and its mission through
the written word, spoken word, and social media. Any questions and concerns are best
addressed by directly contacting the administration of the school.
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Appendix XIV

TECHNOLOGY & INTERNET ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY

Computers are a valuable tool for education at Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School. The faculty and
staff encourage the proper use of computers and related technology including the Internet. Students and
all users of computer technology have a responsibility to use these tools properly and in accordance with
the policy below. No student will be permitted to use the Internet or any technological device without this
agreement signed and on file with the computer/technology specialist.

Goals:
● To provide a variety of electronic tools to help students and teachers develop the ability to

evaluate and synthesize information from a variety of sources.
● To enable students to work effectively with various computer/communication technology.
● To encourage critical thinking and problem solving skills which are crucial to the 21st century

electronic and global world today.

Responsibilities of User:
Christian morality obliges each person to use all things in ways that are good and meaningful for human
development. With right of access comes the responsibility to use the source both correctly and safely.
Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School students and staff are expected to exercise wise judgment,
common sense and christian actions in selecting sites and materials from the Internet. Staff, through the
use of an internet monitoring system, will assist with monitoring Internet sites at school, but it is
ultimately the responsibility of each student and parent/guardian to monitor the use of the Internet and
technological devices at home.

General and Responsible Use Guidelines
● Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School is a subordinate of the Diocese of Harrisburg.

Therefore, all Diocese of Harrisburg Acceptable Use policy rules are to be followed, even though
they may not be listed below.  Such policies can be found on the Diocese of Harrisburg website.

● Computers and all technological devices are to be used only for the purpose of academic or other
teacher authorized activities.

● All staff have the right to monitor and to judge the acceptable use of all technological devices.
Teachers will make every reasonable effort to monitor student conduct related to class content in
order to maintain a positive learning environment.  All students will respect the teacher’s time
and professionalism by supporting the same positive approach.

● Any attempt to go around system security (hacking or any unauthorized activity), guessing
passwords or in any way gaining access to secured resources is forbidden.  Use of proxy sites or
other means to circumvent filtering software is strictly prohibited.  Deliberate spreading of a virus
through the use of the Internet, network, or other means is strictly forbidden.
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● No user may deliberately attempt to degrade the performance of any computer system.  Users will
not move, repair, reconfigure, modify or attach external devices to the system(s).

● Use of the Internet or network for personal gains or profits is not allowed.
● Email will be used for educational purposes only.  No personal email should be used during the

school day.
● No student is allowed to enter a chat and/or social media room.  Staff and other adult users are

likewise asked to avoid such when using the school’s computer.
● All participants will be respectful in their writing/typing/correspondence.  No cyber bullying,

inappropriate language, personal insults, profanity, spam, racism, sexism or discriminatory
remarks, or threatening comments will be tolerated.  Use of email, other Internet sites or
technology tools to harass, offend or annoy other users is strictly forbidden.

● Transferring copyrighted material without expressed permission of the owner is a violation of
Federal Law.  Copyrighted material that is not cited in any student work will be deemed as
plagiarism and disciplined accordingly.

● All students must protect their login and password information.  No student may share his/her
login information with anyone. If participants suspect that a password has been compromised,
they must notify a teacher or administrator immediately.

● The use of the Internet and all technological devices is a privilege, not a right.  Therefore,
inappropriate use will result in a referral to administration. Consequences may include, but not
limited to, detention, suspension, and/or loss of technology devices.

● Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School reserves the right to alter or amend this policy at any
time.

Internet:
Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School will adhere to the policy as stated in the Diocese of Harrisburg
Policy Handbook.  It includes the following paragraph:

Web 2. Tools
Online communication is critical to our students’ learning of 21st Century skills, and tools such as
blogging and podcasting offer an authentic, real-world vehicle for student expression. However, such
technologies can open up real dangers to students. So, expectations for classroom blogs, wikis, student
protected email, and podcast projects or other web interactive use must follow all established Internet
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safety guidelines. Part of the process of using Web 2.0 tools is educating minors about appropriate online
behavior, including interacting with other individuals on social networking websites and in chat rooms
and cyberbullying awareness and response.

Google Education:
Students may have Google accounts to allow email communications and to store and share documents.
All stored work will be accessible from home, school, and anywhere there is an Internet connection.
Students and teachers will have access to Google Mail, Google Calendar, Google Docs, and Google
Groups. Students will not be permitted to use Google Chat features.

Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School will create email accounts for the students to allow for
collaborative sharing through the use of Google Apps for Education. These accounts will be used at
school for school related projects. Google Apps is a place for students to safely keep online
communications and collaborative documents as they relate to school, such as school websites, school
documents, school videos, school calendars, and school email. IT IS NOT TO BE USED FOR
PERSONAL ITEMS.

Access to and use of the student’s Google account is considered a privilege. Saint Teresa of Calcutta
Catholic School maintains the right to terminate the access and use of any Google account when there is
reason to believe that violations of school, Diocesan, or federal law policies have occurred. The alleged
violation will be directed to administration and addressed accordingly.

Limits on Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School liability:
● Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School will make every reasonable effort but will not certify

that any filtering service will be free of errors.
● Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School will not be responsible for any data, which may be lost,

or for any interruption in computer or Internet services, or for any other inconveniences the user
may experience.

● Saint Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School will not be responsible for any willful damages incurred
by a user to a computer, operating system, or network.

Chromebooks:

Students in 4th - 8th grade are issued a school owned Chrombook at the beginning of each year.
All students are expected to abide by St. Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School’s Acceptable Use
Policy, and any amendments thereto. All chromebooks should be used as an aid to education.
The device and any device accessories, including chargers, will not be shared with any other
person, including other students, my siblings, my friends, my parents, etc., as the student is
responsible in full for all the content placed on the device.
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All students are responsible for the care of the device, and will report any and all damage as soon
as it is discovered. Further, all students are responsible for the proper use of the device and will
not use the device to cheat, demean another person, or access inappropriate content regardless of
my location or through which network they are connected. There is no level of content privacy
on the device, and all students must acknowledge that a request for inspection of or update to
their device, either announced or unannounced, can be made at any time by St. Teresa of Calcutta
Catholic School and/or its employees.

Any and all attempts to hack or otherwise bypass existing and/or future controls on the device
will subject the student to loss of privilege of not only the device, but also access to the St.
Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School’s network. Additionally, such action may also subject me to
Disciplinary Actions as determined by the Administration and outlined in the STC School
Handbook, and any amendments thereto.

Additionally, all students understand that alterations to any device settings or hardware are
strictly prohibited. At no time will any student access any social media or chat sites using this
device.

Lastly, students will not share any school issued electronic device or any accessories with
another student unless specifically instructed to do so by my teacher. The use of the
Chromebook is a privilege and use may be suspended or withdrawn if the student is not using it
in an appropriate and respectful manner.

Parents are required, along with the student, to maintain the device, and inform the technology
coordinator of any repairs needed in a prompt fashion. In the case of accidental damage, St.
Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School will receive the claim funds payout, if applicable, and will
provide a replacement device to the student as soon as possible and if school inventory allows. If
damage is caused by theft, negligence or any other uncovered event, the student/parent is
responsible for purchasing a new device from St. Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School. The
replacement costs for the 2022-2023 school year are as follows:

- $350.00 Chromebook;

- $75.00 Samsung charger (MUST be purchased from school); and/or

- $30.00 Carrying case.
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These prices may vary if St. Teresa of Calcutta Catholic School is able to find an alternate
vendor with lower pricing.  Copies of actual replacement invoices can be obtained by emailing
the technology coordinator, Mrs. Shipley.
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